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Abstract

Stratego is a two-player, non-stochastic, imperfect-information strategy game in
which players try to locate and capture the opponent's flag. At the outset o f each game,
players deploy their pieces in any arrangement they choose. Throughout play, each player
knows the positions o f the opponent’s pieces, but not the specific identities o f the opponent’s
pieces. The game therefore involves deduction, bluffing, and a degree o f invention in
addition to the sort o f planning familiar to perfect-information games like chess or
backgammon.
Developing a strong A.l. player presents three major challenges. Firstly, a Stratego
program must maintain states o f belief about the opponent’s pieces as well as beliefs about
the opponent’s beliefs. Beliefs must be updated according to in-game events. We propose to
solve this using Bayesian probability theory and Bayesian networks.
Secondly, any turn-based game-playing program must perform tree search as part o f
its planning and move-making routine. Search in perfect-information games such as chess
has been studied extensively and produced a wealth o f algorithms and heuristics to expedite
the process. Stochastic and imperfect-information games, however, have received less
general attention, though Schaeffer et al have made a significant effort to revisit this domain.
Interestingly, the same family o f algorithms (Ballard’s Star-1 and Star-2) used in the
stochastic perfect-information game o f backgammon can be used in the deterministic,
imperfect-information domain o f Stratego. The technical challenge here, just as in the
stochastic domain, is to optimize node cutoffs.
Thirdly, a strong Stratego program should have some degree o f inventiveness so that
it can avoid predictable play. The game’s intricacy comes from information being concealed
from the players. A program which plays too predictably (that is, according to known or
obvious tactics) has a significant disadvantage against a more creative opponent. There is a
balance, however, between tactics’ being novel and being foolish. Current, strong Stratego
programs have been developed by human experts (such as Vincent deBoer), whose tactical
preferences are hard-coded into those programs. Since we claim no especial talent for
Stratego ourselves, part o f the development challenge will be to allow the program to

discover tactical preferences and advantages on its own. Withholding explicitly programmed
heuristics and allowing machines to discover tactics on their own has led to original and
powerful computer play in the past (note Tesauro’s success with TD-Gammon). We hope our
program will likewise learn to play competitively without depending on instruction from a
mediocre or predictable player. Various techniques from machine learning, including both
supervised and unsupervised learning, are applied to this objective. At our disposal are more
than 50,000 match records from an online Stratego site. Part o f developing a strong player
will involve separating the truly advantageous features in these data from features which are
merely frequent. The learning process must be objective enough to avoid bias and
predictability, yet robust enough to exploit utility. We introduce a modeling method which
allows partial instruction as guidelines for feature detection.
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1. Introduction

Artificial Intelligence researchers since the 1960s have referred to chess as their drosophila or fruit
fly—a readily available subject suitable for nearly all studies. As activities which humans perform
intuitively and universally, games are an obvious benchmark for computer and information sciences.
Since first proposing that a program could play chess, Claude Shannon [1] immediately justified his
interest by claiming that the same heuristic search could be applied to problems “of greater
significance." Though one could argue that fun is an end in itself requiring no apologies, chess served
for Shannon a context for tree search. Go served Huang and the Google DeepMind team [2] a context
for neural networks. Without wishing to claim the prominence that these researchers have earned,
Stratego, here, has likewise served an investigative context for machine learning, data mining, and
Bayesian networks.
This research can be summarized as finding ways to improve machine performance beyond what we
ourselves are capable of instructing. The author wishes to develop a competitive Stratego program,
but the author does not himself have any especial talent for Stratego. Game-playing agents are
defined by their heuristics: questions one asks in order to solve another, larger question. The detective
wants to know “Who done it," and one heuristic question is, “Cui bono?” The chess player wants to
checkmate its opponent, and some heuristics are, “Who has more material? Who has better mobility?
Who controls the center squares?" etc. Knowing which aspects of a game are worth measuring and
how significant to the larger goal these measures are typically depends on expert advice. Short of this
expertise, there are still solutions available.
1.1 Rules of Stratego
Stratego is a two-player game of imperfect information.
Unlike many classic games such as chess or backgammon
which have fixed starting positions, players initialize a
game of Stratego by arranging their pieces however they
choose within their home rows. With 40 pieces to a player,
and the given distribution of 12 ranks, there are
________ 40!_________
8!6!5!4!4!4!3!2!1!1!1! 1!

=

1,411,873,643,675,199,617,616,832,128,000,000

Figure 1.1 The empty board before
team deployment.

possible arrangements. Square that to get the number of
possible openings.
The arrangement each player decides upon is concealed from the opponent because, unlike chess
where pieces are visually distinguishable, piece identities in Stratego are visible only from one side.
These identities, arrayed as military ranks, determine which moves the pieces can perform and the
outcome of captures; with a few exceptions, higher ranks capture the lower ranks. The object of the
game is to capture the opponent’s Flag piece, which cannot move and which must be located
1

somewhere on the board. Figure 1.1 shows the empty
game board. It includes two central “barriers” which create
three bottlenecks or lanes. Pieces cannot cross these
barriers. Figure 1.2 shows an example of a starting
position for Red with Blue’s pieces arrayed but
unidentified.
Once both players commit to an arrangement for their 40
pieces, turn-based play begins. A player’s turn consists of
moving one mobile piece. A player who cannot make a
legal move during his or her turn loses the game. As in
chess, a move can be simply that, or it can be an attack.
During an attack, both players reveal the ranks of their two
Figure 1.2 Both teams deployed.
embattled pieces to determine the outcome. If the attacker
Red’s ranks are visible only to
wins, the defending piece is captured, and the attacker
Red, and Blue’s ranks are visible
occupies the defender’s square. If the attacker loses, it is
only to Blue.
captured, and the defender remains in its square. Pieces can
also nullify, for example when they are revealed to be of equal rank. In this case, both pieces are
captured and removed from the board.
In chess, any piece may capture any opposing piece. In Stratego, capture is a matter of which piece
outranks the other, regardless of who attacked whom. At the beginning of the game, both players have
the same total number of pieces and identical distributions of rank. The more numerous ranks have
less capturing power, as seen in Table 1.1. The Marshal is the most powerful piece, capable of
capturing all other mobile pieces and the Flag. Below the Marshal, in order of descending deadliness,
are the General, Colonels, Majors, Captains, Lieutenants, Sergeants, Miners, Scouts, and the Spy. In a
nice circular touch, however, the Spy can capture the Marshal only if the Spy attacks. If the Marshal
attacks the Spy, then the Spy is captured. There are also Bombs, which can neither move nor attack.
These are essentially death traps which capture
any piece to attack it except the Miner. Miners
defuse Bombs, which makes them very valueable
despite their relative weakness. The Flag, too,
must be deployed somewhere on the board and
cannot move. Any mobile piece may capture the
Flag. All mobile pieces can move one orthogonal
square during a turn. Scouts, the weakest pieces,
are the exception here, as they are allowed to
move any number of squares orthogonally, like a
rook. Notice that in taking advantage of this longrange move—even if it does not end with an
Figure 1.3 Red’s Flag placement takes a
attack—a Scout is effectively exposed because no
mortal risk fo r the sake o f novelty. Blue could
other piece could legally move this way. Likewise,
win the game in one move if it has a Scout on
any piece which moves at all is revealed to be
J7 and attacks J4.
neither a Bomb nor the Flag.

s $r f r r
r r
r §s g v
r f
r;
f s ir s r
r r
sr s

r r w
r r sr
r r
s rs f
r f i
i
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Rank

Name

Quantity

Attributes

1

Marshal

1

2

General

1

J

Colonel

2

4

Major

J

5

Captain

4

6

Lieutenant

4

7

Sergeant

4

8

Miner

5

Defuses Bombs.

9

Scout

8

Can move like a
rook.

Vulnerable to
the Spy.

'j

Laying out one’s pieces is a matter of balancing
utility and novelty. It makes sense, for instance,
to place the Flag in one of the back corners so
that as many pieces as possible stand between it
and opponent pieces, and so that as few
approaches to it as possible exist. At the same
time, this ploy is very predictable; an opponent
who has correctly assumed our Flag’s location
can probably attack it sooner than we can
discover a Flag which was more inventively
hidden. At the opposite extreme, placing the
Flag too close to the front lines for the sake of
unpredictability risks its being captured early.
Figure 1.3 illustrates what most would
consider a foolish risk.

Unlike games which use dice or shuffled cards
to reach subsequent game states, Stratego is not
stochastic. Nevertheless, there is an element of
S
Spy
1
Defeats the
chance
whenever a player attacks an
Marshal only if
the Spy attacks. unidentified, opposing piece. Players must
balance the material (and informational) risk of
B
Bomb
6
Defeats all
an attack against the potential gain. Because the
pieces except
Flag, too, is at first an unidentified piece, the
Miners. Can
game cannot be won without at least one
neither move
attack. At all times, players must remember
nor attack.
which pieces have moved (and which therefore
F
1
Flag
Can neither
cannot be Bomb or Flag), which have been
move nor
captured, and which have seemed to respond to
attack. Capture
certain events. Suppose, for instance, that we
determines the
have captured a piece with our Marshal. Since
game.
that capture, over the next several moves, an
Table 1.1 Game piece ranks, quantities per team
unidentified opponent piece has been
and properties. Unless otherwise stated, all ranks approaching our Marshal—whose location,
are vulnerable to all ranks above them.
remember, the opponent now knows. This
might be the opponent’s Spy closing in for the
kill, or it might be a bluff, intended to fright away our strength.
Several variations to Stratego have emerged, and a few of these are optionally accommodated in this
implementation. The game initialization panel seen in Figure 1.4 contains toggles for variation
selections. Allowing the Captain to move diagonally, or the Lieutenant to jump over adjacent pieces,
or the Sergeant to “warp" across the two center-board barriers lends some variety to these middle
ranks. (Of course, just as would a Scout’s canonical long-distance move, these variation moves
effectively reveal their ranks.) Following the argument that an exploded Bomb could not explode
again, the notion of “perishable Bombs” is offered as an option. This means that any piece fallen
3

Figure 1.4 The initialization
panel from which players draw
game pieces and select the
rules by which they wish to
play.
- Classic (40 pieces) and
Barrage (8 pieces) games
- Blind Attack: in which
defenders do not reveal their
ranks
- Double Blind: in which
neither player reveals rank
and only attack outcomes are
made known
- Nullify’: determines whether
equal ranks defeat each other
- Perishable Bombs: whether
Bombs are removed from the
board once they participate in
a battle
- Diagonal Captain
- Jumping Lieutenant
- Warping Sergeant
- Rescue: any piece other than
the Scout to reach the
opponent’s home row can
“rescue ” a captured ally and
restore it to anywhere in that
player’s home 40 squares.
There is a limit o f two rescues
per team per match. Bombs
cannot be rescued, and
different pieces must perform
the rescues.

victim to a Bomb has also succeeded in clearing that Bomb.
Official Stratego rules leave the Bombs on the board, even after
they have blown somebody up. The “nullification'’' rule can be
disabled so that, in matches between equal ranks, the attacker
would win. Players can also change the rules of revelation. This
implementation’s “Blind Attack” setting means that only the
attacker reveals rank during a battle. “Double Blind" means that
neither player reveals rank; each only learns the attack’s outcome.
In these cases, the system computes the outcome, as would a
neutral referee, and only communicates the result to both the
human player and to the computer player. “Barrage” Stratego is a
trimmed-down version of the game using less material. Where
they do not contradict each other, these variations and settings can
be freely combined. Variations must be decided upon before the
game begins and cannot be changed once the game is in progress.
1.2 Current State of the Art
Current strong Stratego programs which do not rely on “cheating”
(that is, leaking information to the A.I.) to give human players a
challenge rely on the strengths of their evaluation functions rather
than on search depth. Tree search in uncertain-information
domains quickly becomes infeasible because the breadth of
possible outcomes translates to high branching factors. Pruning
children of uncertainty to achieve deeper search is not as simple a
matter as it is in perfect-information domains; however unlikely
an event in the game tree may be, if its results are significant, it is
difficult to be so cavalier as to dismiss the prospect all together.
Vincent deBoer [3] has created a program which draws
extensively from his own expertise as one of the strongest
Stratego players in the world. His program, INVINCIBLE, does
not really perform tree search at all. Rather it formulates and
scores plans of action for itself and devotes a number of
subsequent moves to meeting these plans’ criteria. Essentially,
what INVINCIBLE does is to occasionally make case-based
adjustments in its heuristics and perform a one-ply search. When
conditions change, INVINCIBLE adjusts its heuristics again to
change tactics. INVINCIBLE’s position-creationg function, too, is
informed by deBoer’s instincts and talents. It does employ some
randomness, but all within range of the standards which deBoer
himself has set.
Stratego occupies a curious place in paigniological research, with
too much uncertainty to easily resemble chess, and yet too
4

deterministic to much resemble Poker. Perhaps surprisingly, its closest algorithmic and analytical
cousin may be backgammon. Stratego has no dice, yet it does involve chance-taking and risk
assessment. Backgammon is stochastic, and yet its perfect-information domain somewhat recalls the
fact that, in Stratego, opponents know at least where the pieces stand. Much research into Poker [4]—
[6] devotes itself to opponent modeling: given a player’s history through several hands of Poker, what
are the probabilities for that player’s future actions? Which of these trends find general application to
all or most players? Researchers do not bring these questions to chess or backgammon because
everything is visible; there are no plausible contexts for bluffing.
Opponent modeling is outside the scope of this research, though it remains the most naturally
imminent subject for future work. Modeling opponent behavior in Stratego would be a matter of
measuring how likely an opponent is to bluff, how freely an opponent throws material at unknown
pieces, how readily an opponent attacks pieces which have been exposed, etc. As will be seen here,
the mechanic for tests such as these is ready and wants only a defined ‘’language” through which the
program can identify them. We propose a few measures in closing.
1.3 Goals of this Research
Given the rules of the game, a Stratego bot must be able to do the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Generate strong opening positions
Perform deduction and inference
Make and test theories
Plan ahead
Evaluate accurately

As mentioned above, opponent modeling is the next addition to this effort. The implementation
choices made here should therefore lend themselves to this goal as well.
The two phases of Stratego, set-up and turn-based play, are the domains of two programs,
REDMOND BARRY ESQUIRE and BARRY LYNDON, respectively.
Since the author claims no especial strengths in Stratego himself, the goal of this work is to provide
the bot with good (or at least competent) information for playing Stratego without excessively relying
on what the author considers “good.” Whatever the author’s opinions on strategy, we proceed with a
design which holds those opinions with ample skepticism. In place of real insight about the game, this
effort makes (cautious) use of data analysis—and even here attempts to maintain a healthy skepticism
about statistical trends.
Generating opening positions which lend themselves both to tactical strength and unpredictability
depends on REDMOND BARRY developing its own senses of advantage and surprise. This will
require reaching a delicate balance between emulating methods with provable success, and a
controlled degree of randomness. Simply allowing the program to generate a random position is easy
enough to do, but is unlikely to furnish the bot with anything resembling talent. At the same time, we
want to avoid making any rulings, explicit or implicit, about what the program should do.

5

Everything which happens in a game of Stratego reveals some kind of information, and we want
BARRY LYNDON to take advantage of all evidence. This means equipping the program with a
thorough appreciation for fact. Beliefs must be accurately updated after every move. At the same
time, however, facts alone will not be sufficient. BARRY LYNDON must also be allowed to make
conjectures, test them at minimal expense, and either speedily reach a deductive advantage or else be
able to nimbly retreat from suspicions which turn out to be misplaced. Data analysis, Bayesian
probability, and information theory will be seen to prove helpful here.
To the extent that we are able to mitigate the formidable breadth of tree search, BARRY LYNDON
will search as deeply as it can (or as deeply as the user has patience.) Like the other Stratego bots
mentioned above. BARRY LYNDON, too, will depend heavily on its evaluation function and on
what it considers probable. Again, both these heuristics are shaped by data analysis rather than on the
author’s meager Stratego skills.
1.4 Resources
The data at our disposal are 54,470 transcripts
of amateur matches from the online gaming
website Gravon (gravon.de), seen in Figure
1.5. 51,338 of these records apply to the
Classic (40-piece) version of Stratego, and the
remaining 3,132 apply to Barrage (8-piece)
matches. The Gravon records are publicly
available and contain no information about the
players. This calls for some discretion in how
the data are interpreted and applied, since—
especially in Stratego—what is frequently
done is not necessarily what is done best. One
Figure 1.5 The Stratego page o f gravon.de.
might have some success playing masterful
Gravon
maintains a free repository o f
chess if one studies and emulates statistical
anonymous game transcripts.
records of how grandmasters play. In Stratego,
however, merely mimicing the numbers is
likely to yield an extremely predictable player. Data speak most obviously to frequency, so analysis in
this case especially calls for a significant degree of care. Conclusions reached from this evidence
must not be without some justification.
Gravon records include the date the game was played, Red’s starting position, Blue’s starting
position, a move-by-move record of the match, and the end result. Not all games are played through
to the capture of a Flag. Many games are abandoned, and nowhere in the records is there any
indication of how seriously the players took the match. For all the records indicate, some transcripts
may even be site administrators testing the interface, creating thoughtless positions from which one
would not want to derive program training. By making these records anonymous, Gravon protects the
privacy of its guests, but this leaves analysis no way to readily identify consistently successful players
who might exhibit some especially instructive tactics. Nevertheless, these data are provided free of
charge, and they are preferable to relying exclusively on our own familiarity with the game.
6

The Gravon records have been consolidated into two documents, each containing all match records
for “classic" (40-piece) and “barrage” (8-piece) Stratego respectively. One line in the “classic”
document is one match between two unknown players, as seen in Figure 1.6. Throughout this study,
we will return to this document as our main resource. Gravon records have their own key for
characters representing the various Stratego pieces and empty spaces. REDMOND BARRY and
BARRY LYNDON have their own representation system, which will be used throughout the system
source code and consolidated records. These symbols are tabulated in Table 1.2.
«>«??
SOMI
«*?*
SOOM
SMll
SO*U
SO«»
SO«»
50*n
w»M
so«»
SOill
SO«»
so»«
SO»«
VOM?
SOM1
so««
SOM?
SO««
SO»?
SO««
so»«
so«so
SO»Si
W!«^?
SO»sj
so«M
SO«iS
so«s»
so* :
sotsi
so»S9
SO««
SOMI
so«?
SO«!
fom*
sows
SO««
SO«?
SO«*
so««
S0«?0
SO«?l
so«??
SO«?!
SO«?*
SM?5
SO»?«
SO«??
SO«?«
so«?»
SO««
S0M1
SOM.'
SOMl
SOM*
SOMS
SO»«
SOM?
SO»«
som»
so»«c
SOMi
som?

0N8JlCPJFV*81NNBWXK.RPBOPBBGOOLRl ORR.PO
NRBRBBFLBBPOCSONRPORBJOGPOOlCMNOJNOLNJlP
RBFPNBBRMlBLPSPNJBOMPCGJOCWlOOeOOftOOlO
FHJBRJBNBJBOCOBLSCPNGOOlORBNOOPPWPRlOlR
F6JB«JRBNJBMOCBLS<PMGO(XOOeNOOPPNMPRUX.R
ONOF'NJBlFRJlPOPWBlBOOSNCRB&BROCMLQ.ONPB
0RBRBFBNR0M6SLP8PJBNNJ0CL000J01PO4P0NGIR
NBRPPPF’NNOOOBNBBCFBORJOOOXSMOi.RLBLRGJNL
RONJPBJCNFLOOIBPSCONROBROBOOMGPLNBRLBMPJ
BNNBNBFBlNIRJBRPl BOROOLCOM1SOJPOROPONCPG
NFNNCSBBNLB1>#*GJBCF*0R8JRPONPOlBlOOfiLOOOR
RNBRBFNPIOOPRJNPBOJPNOBSCMBBNlLOCOLOGJRO
FNJBRjBWJBOCOBLSCP*tGOOtORBNOOPP»««PRLOlR
POBNNNBFPPNBRBGOSBJPLRNCOMjBCOOLOLJRlOOR
FBNNPNRNPOBSJOOBPSJlBGNlOUMOBORLCROPCRO
BRBRBNBIRFRNCBLNJPNLBOPOOOSMOJOUCOPGNOP
OONBPOfLRNNOPOOOCJPRBBJSCl LOBBRBRGMJNPl N
RRNBNBFNNl JPBF’tsOBBOlPjGBMlOCPOQRCOlOSJOR
FBNBLFMORROCRBLSORBMPBOPOGOJNJLNF’OIPLOL
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Figure 1.6 A fragment o f the consolidated “classic ” Stratego records from Gravon. The first
column, in capital letters, is R ed’s set-up. The second column, in lower-case, is Blue’s set-up.
Each pair o f numbers, read from left to right, alternately represent Red's and Blue’s moves.
A resource like these records make it very easy to spot general trends, and further examination will
reveal correlations and latent tactics which will help the performance of our bots. Making use of these
records will require careful distinction between what is frequent but dissociated, and what is frequent
with intention.
Identity

Gravon
symbol

REDMOND BARRY/
BARRY LYNDON symbol

Empty space

A

Following Forsyth-Edwards
Notation: digit from 0 to 9
representing number of
consecutive empty spaces,
read from left to right, A 1 to
J 10. Zero stands for 10.

Barrier

-

Barriers are counted as empty

Table 1.2 Legend o f
symbols used in the
Gravon and Barry
Lyndon systems.
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spaces
Red Marshal

L

M

Red General

K

G

Red Colonel

J

C

Red Major

I

J

Red Captain

H

P

Red Lieutenant

G

L

Red Sergeant

F

R

Red Miner

E

N

Red Scout

D

0

Red Spy

C

s

Red Bomb

B

B

Red Flag

M

F

Blue Marshal

X

m

Blue General

W

g

Blue Colonel

V

c

Blue Major

U

j

Blue Captain

T

P

Blue Lieutenant

s

1

Blue Sergeant

R

r

Blue Miner

Q

n

Blue Scout

p

0

Blue Spy

0

s

Blue Bomb

N

b

Blue Flag

Y

f

2. Foundations of Computer Gamesmanship

Since its publication in 1950, Claude Shannon’s paper “Programming a Computer for Playing Chess”
[1] has become the basis for all turn-based strategy-game-playing machines. Whether or not chance is
involved in a particular game, all A.I.s rely on some form of tree-search and an evaluation function to
plan their moves.
2.1 Tree Search
Tree search in games typically means the Minimax algorithm or some variant of it. Each node in a
tree represents a possible state of the game, with the root node representing the current state. When an
A.I. plans, it generates the outcomes of all moves possible from this current state. This look one move
ahead is known as one ply, and after committing to any one of these subsequent states, it would
become the opposisng player’s turn to move. In theory at least, the opposing player would then give
the same consideration to the set of outcomes consequent to every move possible from this state.
Examining the consequences
Game
Branching Informât Predictability
of only one move ahead does
factor
-ion
not usually lead to very
Domain
sophisticated play, so most
Chessfl], [10]
30
Perfect
Deterministic
programs perform an n-ply
search for larger values of n.
Checkers[7]
2.8
Perfect
Deterministic
However, deeper search very
Backgammon[8] 400
Perfect
Stochastic
quickly involves an often
infeasible number of potential
Stratego[9]
21.739
Imperfect Deterministic
future states. For any given
game, the average number of
Table 2.1 Branching factors and information domains for some
children any state has is
well-known games.
known as that games’
branching factor, roughly equivalent to the average number of moves available at each player’s turn.
The branching factor of chess has been estimated to be about 30 [1], meaning that, on average, a
player must pick the best of about 30 available moves. The branching factor of checkers has been
estimated to be about three [7]. Table 2.1 lists the branching factors and attributes for several wellknown games. If we are to perform an «-ply search in a game with branching factor b, then the upper
bound of states to be examined is b'\
2.1.1 Perfect-Information Domains
Since each ply “belongs” to alternating players, any two-player, zero-sum game can be modeled as an
effort by one player (named MAX) to maximize some score, against the effort of another player
(named MIN) to minimize that score. This “score” is a figurative measure of advantage and has
nothing to do with whether a given game actually keeps track of points. The tacit assumption of the
Minimax algorithm is that MAX and MIN have the same evaluative criteria, since they are both
playing the same game and have the same information (the state of the board) available to them. This
is what is meant by perfect information. MAX and MIN may have different playing styles and
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different plans, but both ultimately want to win, and the facts of their world (the state of the game) are
indisputably plain. Minimax even allows that the two opponents agree on the appraisal of each game
state, though their agendas differ.
When it is MAX’S turn to move, MAX will search n plies into the game tree and evaluate every
descendent node, as illustrated in Figure 2.1. MAX would like to advance the game toward the
highest number, but the Minimax algorithm accounts for the fact that MIN will prevent this.
Therefore, a node which MAX evaluates highly but which occurs after a move to be made by MIN is
not going to be reached because MIN will not allow it. MIN will spend its turn steering the course of
the game toward the lowest number. Move selection, then, is a function of foresight, with the true
worth of any subsequent state determined by alternated minimum-maximum values. This may sound
as if the Minimax algorithm merely muddles scores in the hope of reaching some middle ground, but
in fact the algorithm tempers expectations with the opponent’s capacity to thwart those expectations.
To be sure, if MIN somehow makes a mistake which allows MAX to proceed unimpeded to a high
value, then the algorithm will take this advantage.

Figure 2.1 A minimax tree. Squares are MAX, circles are MIN. Evaluations are drawn below the
leaf nodes

If both MAX and MIN evaluate game states in exactly the same way, then the winner should be the
player with greater foresight (search depth). This statement is subject to certain caveats, such as the
allowance of any limiting circumstances in the game itself. For instance, if it can be proven that a
given game is always a win for the first player, then it will not matter how far ahead the second player
plans. Likewise, application of Minimax to games assumes that evaluation criteria have at least some
relation to the game being played. Two programs designed, for instance, simply to maneuver their
pieces to the edges of the board are only likely to win a game of chess accidentally. In this case, non
winning positions would nevertheless rate very highly when the programs were planning. One
extreme of this assumption allows that, with a good enough evaluation function, a program which
only searched one ply ahead might nevertheless play very well. The other allowance is that a program
with a very poor evaluation function but which searched deeply might also play well.
Of course, b" is often an extremely generous upper bound. Typically, only a handful of moves are
even worth considering. Studies such as that of Adrian de Groot [10] have shown that human chess
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masters rely on their cultivated intuitions to decide which moves and lines are worth thinking about
and which would simply be wasteful or foolish. According to de Groot, strong chess players only
consider about two or three moves per turn; they are just sure to consider the right two or three
moves. With the aim of similarly lowering a program's workload, programmers might be tempted to
limit each node's branching factor subject to certain criteria. This is known as forward pruning, and
it is often avoided [11]. In practice, forward pruning can be dangerously proscriptive and rigid,
removing from consideration moves which actually merit examination but which simply do not fit a
limited criteria. The subtleties of human intuition here surpass what most programming could
effectively articulate.
Far better to let the local search region determine what is worth pruning from the search tree. Some
moves can be dismissed before they are examined if search has already revealed that another move is
easily superior. This is the essence of alpha-beta pruning, an enhancement to Minimax which tracks
two “boundary" variables named alpha and beta. Alpha keeps track of the lowest (most appealing to
MIN) value so far encountered; beta keeps track of the highest (most appealing to MAX) value so far
encountered. As illustrated in Figure 2.2, when a node is discovered which falls either above alpha on
a MIN node or below beta on a MAX node, we needn’t consider any more of its children. The logic is
as follows: MIN already knows that it can do better (that is, lower) so there is no point to finding out
just how much less desireable are the alternatives. If search discovers a move preferable to the one
currently determining one of these boundaries, then that boundary is updated. (Jonathan Schaeffer
perhaps put it best and most gorily, ‘i f you've stabbed your opponent in the heart, there’s no point
trying to give him a bleeding nose." [12]) Alpha-beta pruning thus produces node cut-offs which
measurably improve performance by reducing the number of states which must be examined in order
to make an informed choice. Alpha-beta pruning has been proven [13] to yield the same results as
unenhanced Minimax search, so there is no reason not to implement Minimax without alpha-beta
pruning.

b '" 0

Pfi ¿A PC rYih
Figure 2.2 A minimax tree with alpha-beta pruning applied. The dashed edges have been cut
off, and their corresponding nodes did not require evaluation.
In a nutshell, this is the imperative for search at large: produce as many cut-offs as possible in order
to search more quickly. Search can then take advantage of the time saved to search more deeply.
More recent developments in heuristic search work toward the same goal. Transposition tables, for
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example, keep track of previously evaluated game states and their worths according to a given depth.
It is often possible in games to reach the same state through several different paths. Suppose search
encounters game state S at depth 3. This state’s advantage is evaluated and stored in the transposition
table as S3. If the same board configuration is again encountered at depth 1, then we need not search
further. S 3 provides a better-informed sense of the utility of S than would S/.
As one may have guessed by now, the order in which a game state’s immediate descendants are
examined affects search efficiency. The nodes most likely to produce cut-offs should be examined
first so that they can, as soon as possible, reach states which will determine useful boundaries for
alpha and beta. Generally, this is known as move ordering, and for the price of some quick
evaluation and rearrangement, search begins each ply with moves which were considered the best “at
their time.” If it turns out that the move which appeared best at first glance is not in fact as desireable
as it appeared, then search is not too worse off for having taken the time.
One form of move ordering is the killer move heuristic [14], which maintains an array for each ply
in the search tree. When a node produces cut-offs, the move which led to that node is logged in the
array corresponding to its depth. When search procedes down another branch to the same depth, the
list of “killer moves” is consulted. If that same move which produced cut-offs elsewhere is also
possible here (remember that across branches, each level is the same player’s turn to move), then it is
moved to the front of the list and examined first. Hopefully, this “killer move” can affect the same
cut-off here and save some more work.
Alpha-beta pruning can be thought of as effectively defining a “window” or range, outside of which
we needn’t search. An accelerated version of this same assumption defines a window of zero-width,
tracking instead a single score which acts as both boundaries. This is the premise of the MTD-f
algorithm [15], which can very quickly arrive at a best move at the price of only being able to
determine whether the nodes it encounters during search fall above or below this boundary score.
Really, all a game-playing program needs to know is what move to make next; knowing exactly how
much less desireable are the alternatives is not so much wasted work as a means to an end.
However expedited or enhanced, the Minimax algorithm and its implicit assumptions remain the core
of perfect-information tree search. The algorithmic model of players engaged in numerical tug-of-war
holds because the family of games to which it applies is zero-sum. In zero-sum games, one player’s
advantage is inversely proportional to the other player's disadvantage.
2.1.2 Imperfect-Information/Stochastic Domains
The stochastic version of Minimax is Expectimax [16]. This family of algorithms is even harderpressed to produce node cut-offs. Being arbitrary, chance events are not bound by the same
competitive principle which permits alpha-beta pruning. Chance is not “trying to win,” so it would be
reckless to assume that Chace would never produce a given event because it would be poor strategy.
This means that, for Chance nodes, all outcomes require planning, and this brings the branching
factor back up. The Minimax tree structure is present here, as seen in Figure 2.3, but players MIN
and MAX now alternate with Chance nodes. Expectimax tempers nodes’ advantage with the
probability of those nodes being reached. This means (for MAX) that a very high-value state might be
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near by, but if its occurrence is too improbable, then it is in fact worth very little. The evaluation of
this state should be diminished accordingly.

Figure 2.3 An expectimax tree. Squares a MAX, circles are MIN, and triangles are CHANCE.
Nevertheless, some efforts have been made to reign in stochastic branching factors. Bruce Ballard
[17] has described the family of *-Minimax algorithms. These algorithms produce cut-offs when the
weighted value of a node falls outside an alpha-beta window, meaning that search ignores nodes if the
likelihood of even their least favorable outcome makes them less dangerous than other nodes already
considered. Star-1 and Star-2, also proposed by Ballard, augment the original algorithm with the
addition of a "probing phase’' which scans a node’s immediate descendents to more realistically
gauge its bounds.
It is worth pointing out here that Expectimax and its variations cannot use infinity to represent a win
(for MAX, negative infinity for MIN), as is common for perfect-information games. If a winning
game state is within reach but still subject to chance, Expectimax search evaluates the prospect of
winning by multiplying the award for victory with the likelihood of reaching victory. Infinity
multiplied by anything is infinity, which will overpower the equation and cause Expectimax to charge
helplessly toward the prospect, however unlikely. Choosing a value to represent winning the game
must be high enough to "convince” the algorithm that nothing else is preferable, yet conservative
enough not to make the planning agent “impetuous.”
As with perfect-information search, transposition tables have been applied to stochastic search, as
Veness and Blair [18] did for backgammon. The information stored in each of these imperfectinformation/stochastic table entries will necessarily be more complicated than their perfectinformation/deterministic counterparts. A side-by-side comparison is seen in Table 2.2.
Move ordering applies as well. It makes sense in either domain to consider the more effective or
more probable descendents first, with the hope of producing cut-offs, saving time, and spending that
saved time on deeper search.
What game theorists should take note of is where in the tree search begins. In backgammon for
instance, a player’s turn begins with a roll of the dice. The moves available are determined by the
dice. Even though the turn begins with a chance event, tree search should begin with the moment of
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choice or control. The A.I. has no control over the dice, so the root node of the planning tree should
be MAX (we typically assume the computer to be the maximizing agent). Its move should take into
account MIN’s roll, which is another Chance node, before MIN is able to strategize.
In Stratego turn-taking and chance are slightly different. Strictly speaking, Stratego is not a stochastic
game, though a savvy player will still assess risk and the probabilities of outcomes before attacking.
Furthermore, not all moves in Stratego involve chance. A non-combative move may leak some
information about that piece’s identity, but its outcome is not truly a matter of chance. Tree search in
Stratego, then, will begin with MAX (or MIN) and reach a Chance node only when attacking a piece
whose identity is not absolutely certain.

2.2 Evaluation
The mechanics of tree search are independent of a program’s evaluation of each state, meaning that
the same search engine could be given different evaluation functions, perform the same way, and
return different results. Returning again to chess, a very crude evaluation function would simply sum
up material advantage: it would not matter where the pieces stood as long as the planning agent has
more. Obviously, this evaluation function misses all of the game’s subtleties, but it could still be used
as a search heuristic, applied to move-ordering, alpha-beta and the other enhancements reviewed
above. The program would have a very simplistic sense of the game, but would still do everything in
its power to improve its situation according to that sense. A more developed evaluation function for
chess might consider things such as mobility, control over the center of the board, the arrangement of
pawns, pins, checks, and forks.
Knowing which subtleties are worth describing to the program in code and how valuable they are
relative to other aspects of the game is typically furnished by somebody’s expertise. As established
above, one of the aims of this research in Stratego was to develop methods which would suggest
subtleties without expertise. Below, we shall discuss in further detail which Stratego heuristics serve
as a justifiable starting point for discovering more subtleties.
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Table 2.2: Comparison of transposition tables for Stratego and Backgammon
STRATEGO
BACKGAMMON
Variable Name
Description
Variable Name
Idepth
Depth to which the
Idepth
lower bound has been
searched
udepth
Depth to which the
udepth
upper bound has been
searched
Wound
The lower bound
Wound
ubound
The upper bound
ubound
bestevent
Most likely event for
bestevent
this state
bestmove
hashptr

FEN
enemystring

enemyhash
allystring

allyhash
references

Best move for this state bestmove
Updating beliefs is
time-intensive, so
simply save the Zobrist
hash for the best
move/best event! Then
use this in
reconstructing the
Principal Continuation.
String representation of FEN
the board in this state
String of the enemy
Belief object for this
state
Long hash int
String of the allies
Belief object for this
state
Long hash int
Number of times this
references
entry has been useful

Description
Depth to which the
lower bound has been
searched
Depth to which the
upper bound has been
searched
The lower bound
The upper bound
Most likely (or most
significant) event for
this state
Best move for this state

String representation of
the board in this state

Number of times this
entry has been useful
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3. Development Challenge I: Creating Starting Positions

Let us examine a proposed solution to the first sub-problem which a Stratego bot must face: creating
opening positions which balance strategic advantage with novelty and surprise. The machine must
cultivate some sense of what is “good" to include in a starting position without relying on a single
expert to identify these features.
3.1 Assumptions about the Gravon Records
In order to proceed, some assumptions must first be made about the resource available in the form of
the Gravon Stratego transcripts. Let us assume that even if some records are tests or flukes or throw
away games, most of them reflect serious attempts by the players to win. Let us assume further that
these players had some tactics in mind when they chose their starting positions. These tactics need not
have been the products of carefully honed Stratego skill. The players may not even be able to quite
articulate what it was they were trying to effect with their set-up choices. Perhaps some of these
arrangements simply “felt right." However mindfully constructed, we assume these set-ups represent
some purpose.
Let us assume that these tactics or purposes may be imperfectly represented. Sometimes a Stratego
player would like to form some
arrangement, but that agenda necessarily
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technique applied [19] in Natural Language
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Processing (NLP) to identify topics in text
documents. The assumptions are that a
Figure 3.1 The zero-indexed reference system
document covers at least one topic, and that
used
throughout this study and its
a topic manifests in certain key words. For
implementation. Games literature typically
example, an article about sorting algorithms
follows
the convention o f calling square 0
would likely include the terms “sort,”
“A l, ” square 1 “B1 ”, etc.
“algorithm,” “quick,” or “heap.” LDA does
not summarize the topic (that would require
“machine understanding," a goal still being researched), but it does identify sets of words germane to
what it believes are discrete themes.
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LDA can be applied to Stratego to discover set-up position tactics. We treat each starting position
from the Gravon records as a "document'’ and each location-rank pair as a word. Given classic
Stratego’s twelve ranks and 40 squares, this means a “vocabulary” of 480 possible “words.” Consider
the starting position for Red, “FBNNOLOOLLBJLNOOOOPPRBPJNNSJRRBRCMPBGCOB.” For
LDA processing, this “document” would first be turned into the set of “words”: {OF, 1B, 2N, 3N, 40,
..., 37M, 38P, 39B}. (These numbers derive from the zero-based square-indexing scheme illustrated
in Figure 3.1. This scheme is the one used throughout this study and its accompanying source code.)
Just as natural language words in a document can be thought of as symptoms or manifestations of the
theme discussed, deploying certain pieces to certain squares in Stratego likewise evinces some tactic
the player is trying to employ.
The script for discovering these latent strategies was written in Python, and required remarkably little
code once the Natural Language Toolkit (nltk) and Gensim libraries were imported. The LDA
algorithm requires three parameters:
•
•
•

K = the number of topics to expect
V = the number of words required to make up a topic
i = the number of iterations for which the algorithm should run

The LDA script outputs K lists, each composed
of V pairs of confidence scores and “words”
deemed germane to the kth “topic” for 1 < k < K.
For Stratego, the results are understood as K
strategies, each manifested by V piece
placements. Some results are tabulated in Table
3.1.
Significantly, LDA’s results still fail to escape
one essential problem: they remain a reflection
of statistical frequency. The Gravon records
were the ones available, but we do not want
simply to re-create popular opinion. The
machine needs to be able to look at patterns and
determine what is done well versus what is done
often—especially in the domain of Stratego
where being predictable can quickly lead to
downfall.

Figure 3.2 LDA topic subset {2B, 3F, 4B,
13B}. Can we identify which patterns most
closely correlate with successful play?

What the application of LDA to the Gravon records has achieved is a limitation of search space.
Trying to measure the success rates for every rank on every square would be both tedious and
uninformative, missing meaningful larger units of information. LDA can run for as many variations
of K , V, and / as one pleases. Once a collection of “topics” exists, we treat all subsets of these as test
patterns. For example, given the “topic” expressed by {10B, 1B, 26S}, we try to determine how
conducive are the subsets {10B}, {IB}, {26S}, {10B, IB}, {10B, 26S}, {IB, 26S}, {10B, 1B,26S}
to overall success in the game. Iterating over every record, we compute a success rate for set-ups
which include these patterns. This is necessarily a rough heuristic, since any number of other factors
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can contribute to a game’s outcome. Nevertheless, if we want the machine to arrive at justifiable
preferences without any (possibly fallible) human expertise, then we must accept and try to mitigate
the crudeness of this measure.
Remembering that many of the Gravon games were not played to completion, a gradation is required
to measure successful play. Consider the “topic” {2B, 3F, 4B, 13B} which was detected by LDA and
which is illustrated in Figure 3.2. Some helpful questions may be:
•
•
•
•
•
•

How often was this pattern used when the player using it won the match?
... when the player took decisive advantage after 100 moves?
.. .when the player took decisive advantage after 80 moves?
...when the player took decisive advantage after 60 moves?
...when the player took decisive advantage after 40 moves?
etc.

Naturally, “decisive advantage” needs some definition, and here we must exercise some of the
judgment which this study has otherwise been trying to avoid on grounds of lacking Stratego
expertise. Whatever other subtleties to which a genuinely talented player may be sensible, one can say
with confidence that material and information are indisputably major factors in evaluating one’s
standing in Stratego. Material and information advantages can be easily measured by counting up the
pieces remaining to each side and the number of possible identities precluded to each side’s net
ambiguity. The real question is how to weigh the various values. Table 3.2 contains various pointbased schemes. Scheme 0’s numbers for material follow from each piece’s capturing ability: of 40
pieces, the Marshal can defeat 33 (excluding Bombs and the opposing Marshal), hence 330. For
Scheme 0, the information scores (knowing without having captured it, what a piece’s identity is) are
more of a guess. Scheme 2 tries treating material and information the same, following the notion that
these are simply two different heuristics according to the same scale.
The point to including as many hypothetically defensable scoring schemes as possible is to concede
that, as novices, we do not know which scheme (if any of them) best fits Stratego. Chess theory has
the tried and true “Reinfeld values” (variously attributed to Capablanca, Lasker, and others) to guide
both developing players and chess programs in deciding what should be acceptable sacrifices and
exchanges. This is more difficult to gauge in Stratego, and so we welcome as many interpretations as
possible into our working definition of “decisive advantage.”
Using each test pattern generated by LDA, we re-enact every game on record which contains that
pattern and plot scores for Red and Blue according to all schemes. The aim is to identify a general
trend which holds despite fluctuations in material and information evaluation. Our assumptions are:
•
•

If the pattern is mostly successful throughout all instances, then we have reason to believe
that it has strategic merit.
The closer to the beginning a decisive advantage is secured by the player using the pattern,
the more reason we have to believe that the pattern somehow contributed to that player’s
success, or that it is some aspect of noteworthy play.
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The graphs which follow represent a sample of this process. The x-axis is the number of moves
played in a given game from the Gravon records. The y-axis is a score for which zero represents an
even match. Since Stratego is a zero-sum game, symmetry will be observed between the plots for Red

Figure 3.3 Evaluation plots for match #50,989, in which Red (light gray dots) used the LDA
topic subset {2B, 3F, 4B, 13Bj. Clockwise from the top-left, scores were reached according to
weight schemes 0, 1, 2, and 3. Notice how schemes 1 and 2 actually consider Blue (dark gray
crosses) to have held a lead somewhere between moves 50 and 120.
and Blue: one player’s advantage is the other player’s disadvantage. The sense of this advantage is
determined by the weights.
Figure 3.3 shows four graphs for Gravon record number 50,989 in which Red used the test pattern
{2B, 3F, 4B, 13 B}. We see that though one can plot that game according to a variety of weights,
construing accordingly different events as more or less devastating, a rough narrative in all cases
would see Red taking an early lead, then having to fight to keep that lead before decidedly winning
around move 150. This evidence contributes to a favorable evaluation of the test pattern—though it
might also suggest that a strong set-up is not everything. Blue very nearly turned the tables.
This may seem as if we are going to inordinate lengths to absorb or accommodate ambiguity. After
all, couldn’t we simply look at the record for game #50,989 and discover for ourselves what
happened? Certainly—but the point of the present study is to automate as much as possible, in part to
avoid projecting our uninformed (non-expert) bias, and in part due to the large number of game
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transcripts. Ultimately the point is to improve the machine’s play beyond what we can instruct.
Should a pattern like {2B, 3F, 4B, 13B} strike us as especially compelling, we are free to give it
added currency when programming REDMOND BARRY’s preferences.
As another example, we examine match number 87 in which Red employed the test pattern {1B, 1OB,
26S}, illustrated in Figure 3.4. This pattern was identified as an LDA “topic” (or tactic) given the
parameters K = 3, V = 3, i = 50. The same four weight schemes apply to cover a small evaluative
consensus. The results are displayed in Figure 3.5. We see here that, regardless of how the weights
disagree, Blue takes a decisive lead after about move 50. Again, one could examine record #87
specifically to make a human judgment about the apparent disaster and how much fault belongs to the
test pattern, but even the patience of Stratego fanatics would likely expire well before giving this level
of scrutiny to over 50,000 records.
Another consideration this process addresses is
predictability. LDA’s results are a little “dirty,”
containing appendages which, though statistically
justifiable and true to the data, nevertheless balk
even a novice's intuition about the game. Little
about the Bombs on squares 1 and 10 compels the
Spy to square 26. Humans know at a glance that
the intention of the Bombs is likely to cover the
Flag or a decoy, just as the Spy is likely to be
placed off center as a complement to Marshal,
General, or Colonel. Rather than lamenting a few
misguided correlations, though, we welcome the
opportunity for the program to defy opponents’
intuition. A.I. uncanniness can sometimes play to
its advantage.

igure 3.4 LDA topic subset {IB, 10B,
6 St!

Developing preferences for REDMOND BARRY will depend on choosing parameters for LDA,
deciding which set of LDA-generated patterns covers a satisfactory range of invention, and choosing
a spectrum of weight variations according to which confidence in the patterns and sub-patterns can be
computed. The confidence scores generated by this process should be considered helpful and neutral
guidelines. Programmers are encouraged to exercise even their novice discretion where appropriate.
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2000

Figure 3.5 Evaluation plots for match #87, in which Red (light gray dots) used the LDA topic subset
{IB, l OB, 26S}. Clockwise from the top-left, scores were reached according to weight schemes 0, 1, 2,
and 3. All schemes agree that the game was overfor Red around move 50.
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Table 3.1: Some results o f LDA topic modeling for Stratego arrangements
Topic 1
It is indeed common
K
J'•y
0.014 19B
to build a corner
V
J
0 . 0 1 2
8 B
defense of Bombs,
i
50

40

0 . 0 1 0

Topic
0.025
0.024
0.015

2
10B
IB
26S

Topic 3
0.016 2B
0.014 4B
0.011 7B

though the Flag or a
decoy is typically
placed within.
Reserve Scouts in
the back of the three
lanes is a frequent
tactic, too, ready to
leap into enemy
territory once the
ranks have thinned
out and search for
the Flag.
Another corner
defense with nothing
inside suggests that
V= 3 is too poor a
value to capture what
players are trying to
do when they build
this Bomb structure.
Placing the Spy offcenter is common,
too, typically when
the Marshal or
General is also
nearby.___________
These three Bombs
look as if they lack a
fourth on square 13
and a Flag on square
3. Again, V = 3 has
only allowed LDA
to capture what even
a novice player can
spot as a partial
tactic.

K
V
i

1 0
1 0

50

1 Topic
0.140
0.098
0.091
0.059
0.042
0.035
0.030
0.024

1
26S
33M
36G
4F
5B
3B
14B
27C
300
230

This now begins to
resemble a tactic.
The Flag has been
placed and defended,
and distributing the
Marshal to one side
and the General-Spy
pair to the other
balances Red’s
strengths.

1 Topic 2
0.014 27B
0.013 29B
0.013 28B
0 . 0 1 2
38B
0 . 0 1 1
18B
36B
0 . 0 1 1
0 . 0 1 1
37B

LDA has no sense of
the pieces’
quantitative
limitations and so
will sometimes
model tactics which
cannot be
implemented as-is.

0 . 0 2 2
0 . 0 2 0

0 . 0 1 1
0 . 0 1 0
0 . 0 1 0

1 0

70
60

1 Topic 3
0.037 IB
0.029 10B
0.017 OF
0.015 3B
0.014 290
0.013 380
0 . 0 1 2
OR
0 . 0 1 1
31L
0 . 0 1 1
2F
0 . 0 1 1
8 N

Here, LDA has
modeled a spatial
conflict on square 0
and an extra Flag.
One still sees here
the rudiments of
frequent strategies,
however. Often a
Sergeant is
barricaded behind
Bombs to act as a
decoy Flag and
waste any Miner
which gets through.

1

*K « . I k *
i

Topic
0.032 24B
0.021 8 J
0.020 38L
0.020

10

0.019
0.019
0.018
0.018
0.018
0.017

210

A little odd, but still
suggestive of some
known trends.

12B
320
27N
4B
9J

Topic 5
0.030 4B
0.024 2B
0.021 3F
0.020 6 B
0.017 13B
0.012 380
0.012 ON
0.012 IN
0.012 210
15B
0.011

Topic 6
0.023 11B
0.017 27S
0.017 37G
0.014 22B
0 . 0 1 2
180
0.012 150
0.012 20B
0.011 2B
0.011 35P
0.011 39L

A barricaded Flag
and a barricaded
decoy space.
Miners are held in
reserve.

Forming a partial
checkerboard
pattern out of
Bombs is another
frequently used
tactic. LDA also
caught on to the
General-Spy pair
behind the right
barrier.
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Topic
0.031
0.024
0.018
0.018
0.017
0.017
0.017
0.017
0.016
0.014

7
390
300
340
310
350
14B
380
19N
2J
3B

Topic 8
0.034 2 1 B
0.023 IB
0 . 0 2 1
20R
0.019 10B
0.019 280
0.018 12B
0.017 38P
0.016 15C
0.016 2R
0.015 h r

Topic
0.034
0.031
0.030
0.026
0.014
0 . 0 1 1
0 . 0 1 1

2 0 0

0 . 0 1 1
0 . 0 1 1

A variation on the
Bomb-Sergeant
checkerboard
defense.

9
5B
7B
16B
6 F
9N
310
8 N

0 . 0 1 2

Partial barricade
around square 4.
Arraying Scouts
along the top is
frequently done,
though it wastes their
endgame potential.

ON
390
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Topic
0.038
0.033
0.017
0.015
0.013
0 . 0 1 2
0 . 0 1 2
0 . 0 1 2
0 . 0 1 2
0 . 0 1 2

K
V
i

1 0
1 0
1 0 0

Topic
0.015
0.014
0.014
0 . 0 1 2
0 . 0 1 2
0 . 0 1 1
0 . 0 1 0
0 . 0 1 0
0 . 0 1 0
0 . 0 1 0

10
19B
8 B
9F
310
3N
340
39B
150
10B
350

1
23B
22B
80
1IB
180
280
2 1 B
32B
90
20B

Odd Bomb
formation.

Topic 2
0.033 2B
0.031 4B
0.024 3F
0.023 13B
0.013 IN
0.013 350
0 . 0 1 2
300
0 . 0 1 2
ON
0 . 0 1 2
380
0 . 0 1 1
6 B
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Topic 3
0 . 0 2 2
0 . 0 2 0

0.019
0.018
0.018
0.017
0.017
0.016
0.014
0.014

390
6 B
300
15B
380
350
340
310
4B
5F

Topic ^
0.043 10B
0.036 IB
0.019 OR
0.016 390
0.016 12B
0.015 OF
0.015 6 N
0.015 8 N
0.014 26S
0.014 20R

Spatial conflict on
square 0 .

Topic 5
0.036 19B
0.025 8 B
0.023 39B
0 . 0 2 0
9F
0.015 310
0.014 40
0.014 29R
0.014 340
0.014 6 N
0.014 50
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Topic 6
0.028 8 B
0 . 0 2 2
6 B
19B
0 . 0 2 2
0 . 0 2 0
240
0.017 39L
0.016 35L
0.015 250
0.015 280
0.015 17B
0.015 9R

Topic
0.033
0.029
0.027
0.025
0 . 0 1 2
0 . 0 1 2

0.011
0.011
0 . 0 1 1
0 . 0 1 0

m m

Another Sergeantdecoy configuration.
e8 sf

S&I3w' 'm
L

M 301

7
5B
7B
16B
6 F
9N
3B
8 N
300
310
340

vBtsSft- Ik J r
Topic 8
0.019 2F
0.018 32M
0.017 18B
0.016 27B
0.014 29B
0.013 31L
0.013 8 R
0 . 0 1 2
250
0 . 0 1 2
22S
19R
0 . 0 1 2

LDA has recognized
the frequently-used
Marshal-Spy pair,
formed a BombSergeant decoy in the
right corner, but left
the Flag undefended.

>
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Topic 9
0.043 24B
0.031 14R
0.029 37M
0.027 38L
0.025 1 0
0.023 4B
0 . 0 2 2
0 . 0 2 1

0.019
0.018

Topic
0.079
0.058
0.051
0.046
0.042
0.030
0.026
0.023
0 . 0 2 2
0 . 0 2 1

2 1 0

15B
J
320
8

10
4F
5B
14B
3B
36G
6 L
26S
ON
13N
7N
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Table 3.2: Varions schemes for measuring material and
information advantages
________ ______________
Scheme
0
330

Scheme
1
500

Scheme
2
400

Scheme
3

Marshal
2 0 0
Material
General
320
250
2 0 0
1 0 0
Material
Colonel
300
125
1 0 0
50
Material
Major
270
63
75
25
Material
Captain
230
31
50
17
Material
Lieutenant
190
16
25
8
Material
Sergeant
150
8
4
15
Material
Miner
160
2 0
25
16
Material
Scout
2 0
4
30
Material
Spy Material
350
450
2 0 0
2 0 0
(if opponent
Marshal has
not yet been
captured)
1
Spy Material
1 0
1 0
1
(if opponent
Marshal has
already been
captured)
Bomb
2 0 0
1 0 0
2 0
16
Material
Flag Since capture of the Flag wins the
Material game, there is not much sense counting
it as a material advantage. It would be
important, however, to be sure that no
other piece ever be appraised higher
than the Flag.
Marshal
2 0 0
50
400
180
Information
General
1 0 0
25
2 0 0
160
Information
Colonel
50
13
1 0 0
90
Information
Major
38
6
75
50
Information
Captain
25
J)
50
30
Information

Lieutenant
Information
Sergeant
Information
Miner
Information
Scout
Information
Spy
Information
(if our
Marshal is
still alive)
Spy
Information
(if our
Marshal has
already been
lost)
Bomb
Information
Flag
Information

14

2

25

2 0

7

1

15

1 0

14

4

25

2 0

5

1

30

1

1 0 0

45

2 0 0

1 0 0

2

1

1 0

1

1 0

1 0

2 0

1 0

5000

5000

5000

5000

4. Development Challenge II: Performing Deduction and Inference

Every event in Stratego reveals some sort of information. At the most basic level are the logical facts
of the game such as which pieces are allowed to move, which ranks defeat others, and how many of
each rank exist. At the very least, the program BARRY LYNDON must keep track of what is
probabilistically true, and it can track facts without lurching into groundless conjecture or falling
victim to deception. At the same time, we do not want BARRY LYNDON to be needlessly naive.
Drawing upon Bayes’ Theorem and returning again to the Gravon records, we establish a deductive
baseline.
4.1 Frequency Analysis
The most obvious information to take from the Gravon records is where pieces tend to be located.
This does not consider any strategies or correlation—a task addressed in the following chapter.
Frequency analysis simply looks at how often (and therefore how likely) each board square is
initialized with each rank. BARRY LYNDON makes initial assumptions about each piece but then
updates all probabilities according to hard evidence.
The distributions for Red are illustrated in Figures 4.1 through 4.11. One notices what might be
called a formula for the most obvious strategies. Place the four strongest pieces off-center behind the
barriers, complemented by the Spy. Majors act as reserve strength at large. Captains and Lieutenants
are the vanguard. Sergeants are sometimes on the front line and sometimes lurking in the back ranks
to thwart enemy Miners. One’s own Miners are protected in back, to be advanced once the
opponent’s Bomb structure has been discovered. Scouts are often placed out front for expendable
probing or held in reserve on the aisles to leap into enemy territory later in the game. Bombs fortify
the home row, surrounding the Flag and decoys.

Figure 4.1 Probable distributions o f the
Marshal

Figure 4.2 Probable distributions o f the
General
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Figure 4.5 Probable distributions o f
Captains

Figure 4.6 Probable distributions o f
Lieutenants

Even novice opinion can apprehend the functions of these most popular choices. Just as obvious,
however, is that set-ups too closely resembling a super-imposition of rank frequencies will not
surprise many opponents.
However, considering especially that when the A.I. begins a game it has no sense of the opponent’s
personality or playing style, a statistically average case is a fine place to begin. In establishing its
prior beliefs based on this crude survey, BARRY LYNDON tries to gain a deductive lead which can
still be corrected if the evidence is against its assumptions.
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Frequency distributions have been computed separately for Red and for Blue, attempting to capture
any differences (however slight) which moving first and moving second may have encouraged. The
differences are slight.

Figure 4. 7 Probable distributions o f

Figure 4.8 Probable distributions o f Miners

Sergeants

Figure 4.9 Probable distributions o f Scouts

Figure 4.10 Probable distributions o f the Spy

BARRY LYNDON initializes and updates assumptions both for its opponent and for itself, thereby
modeling what the opponent has reason to believe about BARRY LYNDON’s position.
4.2 Deduction
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Each game piece has an associated probability table
which contains the probabilities of its being all ranks
such that those probabilities sum to 1.0. These prior
probabilities are taken from the Gravon data
illustrated above. (It is worth pointing out that none
of the probabilities are initially zero. This was a
fortunate attribute of the Gravon data which saved
BARRY LYNDON from deciding prematurely
against any possibilities. At least one Gravon player
has tried every rank on every square.) A sample
table, itemizing the probabilities for Red’s piece on
square 0 is seen in Table 4.1. We see from the data
that, before any evidence for or against, the most
likely rank for this piece is a Scout.
Suppose a game is in progress. Pieces have been
deployed, and Red now makes the first move (35,
45), or F4 to F5, leading to the state seen in Figure
4.13. Upon seeing this, the A.l. must do two things:
update the probabilities for the observed piece;
update the probabilities for all other Red pieces.
According to the rules of Stratego, the piece which
had been at 35 (regardless of current position, its
system ID is still 35) cannot be a Bomb or the Flag
because it has moved. The probabilities for Bomb
and Flag in this piece’s table are each set to 0.0, and

35

© 35

Marshal

0.00718765826483

General

0.00693443453193

Colonel

0.0133819003467

Major

0.0561377537107

Captain

0.166699131248

Lieutenant

0.222349916241

Sergeant

0.148817639955

Miner

0.0118041217032

Scout

0.303965873232

Spy
Bomb
Flag

0.00111028867506
0.0612411858662
0.000370096225019

Table 4.1 Initial (prior) probability
table for piece #35

the other probabilities absorb the difference according to Bayes’ Theorem. The breakdown of
likelihoods before the evidence of the move is called the prior, and the revised breakdown in light of
evidence is called the posterior. We can re-write the fact of the move (35, 45) in prepositional logic
using the piece’s system ID as ^B 3 5 ^F35. For all ranks x, then, we compute P(x351^B.^ ^F35), or “The
probability that piece #35 is x, given that #35 is not a Bomb and not the Flag.’“The equation is
P(x35 I~'B35 ““’F35) -

P^B^ ~'F35 IX35) P(X35)
Z v eiM..F} P(-B35 ~'F35 IJ 35) P(y35)

We interpret Bayes’ Theorem as follows. The end result
computed for each of the 1 2 ranks iterated over by x is the
posterior likelihood for that rank. The right-hand side's
.
numerator is the probability of piece #35 being neither a
Bomb nor the Flag given that it is the current rank x, times
the
probability that it was x anyway. Given the discrete
M wP ! '•'Ì Ì S
:sx.;V ' • feC1* ! nature of these states, this is trivial: on assumption, say,
that x = Marshal, then the probability of #35 being neither
w m m -m
mi9
Bomb nor Flag is 1.0, or certain. When x = Bomb and
9 m - m '- 9 m m »
when x = Flag,
35
iP: m m m m . m : w 9 m m
the
© 35
contradiction is
Marshal 0.00765957446808
impossible, and
Figure 4.13 Suppose turn-based play
the probability
begins with (35, 45)
General 0.00738972496109
is therefore 0 .0 .
Colonel 0.0142605085625
The right-hand side’s denominator is the sum, for all 12
ranks y, of the probability of the evidence, ^B 3 5 —
'F35, on
Major 0.0598235599377
assumption that piece #35 isy, times the probability that
Captain 0.177644006228
#35 was y anyway. One of the terms in this summation
will be equal to the numerator, and again, within the same
Lieutenant 0.236948624805
piece, probabilities are trivial, following the rules of the
game. We refer to the application of Bayes’ Theorem to a
Sergeant 0.158588479502
single, observed game piece as “deduction.” The updated
Miner 0.0125791385573
probability table is seen in Table 4,2.
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4.3 Inference

Scout

0.323923196679

Spy 0.00118318629995
Bayes' Theorem must also be applied to all other Red
pieces about which some uncertainty remains. This phase
Bomb 0.0
of observation we refer to as “inference,” and it reflects the
fact that because piece #35 can be neither Bomb nor Flag,
Flag 0.0
the chance that every other piece with a non-zero
probability for being Bomb or Flag has just slightly
Table 4.2 Posterior probability table
improved. This necessarily follows from the finite
for piece #35
numbers of each piece. It will be seen, then, that Stratego
starts in an imperfect-information domain and approaches a perfect-information domain.
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We compute for all pieces Z except the one observed, and for all ranks x:
P(Xz | ~’B35 ““’F35) =

P(-1B35 ~'F35 | Xz) P(xz)
P(^B35 "^35 I yz) P(yz)

To illustrate, let us consider how the piece on square 0 is affected by the evidence ^Bss - ^ 3 5 . The
priors for piece #0 are tabulated in Table 4,3. Once the posterior probabilities for observed piece #35
have been computed, Z iterates over all pieces from #0 to #39, omitting #35, so examining piece #0
serves to demonstrate the entire process. Piece #0 must change 12 numbers, one for each of its non0

0o

0

0o

Marshal

0.00259067357513

Marshal

0.00257179234469

General

0.0027659823133

General

0.00274582340561

Colonel

0.0106743542795

Colonel

0.0105965579315

Major

0.023452413417

Major

0.023281488594

Captain

0.0478982430169

Captain

0.0475491531999

Lieutenant

0.0606568234057

Lieutenant

0.0602147470779

Sergeant

0.143947952784

Sergeant

0.142898837799

Miner

0.277007285052

Miner

0.274988413036

Scout

0.19229420702

Scout

0.190892737043

Spy
Bomb
Flag

0.00377887724493
0.140402820523
0.0945303673692

Table 4.3 Priors for piece #0

Spy
Bomb
Flag

0.00375133620203
0.143735153731
0.0967739596356

Table 4.4 Posteriors for piece #0

zero ranks. These are iterated over by x. Looking at the equation’s right-hand side, the multiplicand of
the numerator is the likelihood that #35 would be neither Bomb nor Flag on the assumption that #0 is
x. This term basically asks for logical exclusions. When x = Flag, for instance, #35 not being the Flag
is certain (1.0) because there is only one Flag per team. For other cases some ambiguity persists.
When x = Bomb, for instance, we know at this point in the game that there are still six Bombs
undiscovered, so the assumption that #0 is a Bomb does not preclude the evidence. Instead, we say
that, on assumption that #0 is a Bomb (B0), 39 pieces would then remain undiscovered. Of those 39,
33 pieces can satisfy the condition of the evidence, ^B ~,F, because five Bombs and one Flag would
remain at large. On that assumption,
-T 3 5 had a 1/33 chance of being true. Therefore, P^B^s
-T 3 5 | B0) P(B0) = (1/33) (0.140402820523).
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The summation in the denominator works the same way, and, as above when performing deduction,
the numerator will occur in the denominator’s summation. The complete posteriors for piece #0 are
seen in Table 4.4.
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Figure 4.14 Attacks reveal both
parties ’ ranks
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BARRY LYNDON runs the deduction-inference routine
after every move by the human opponent only if the
evidence exhibited constitutes new information. If piece
#35 were to again make a non-combative move, for
instance, there would be no need to update anything, since
the system already “knows”
~iF35. BARRY
LYNDON also performs deduction and inference on tables
corresponding to its own pieces following every one of its
own moves. It thereby keeps track of what has been
revealed to the opponent. These two lists of tables respond
only to the hard evidence of the game, hopefully correcting
any egregious errors in the initial and sheerly statistical
assumptions.

In Stratego, when one piece attacks another, both reveal
their ranks to determine the outcome of the attack, as seen in Figure 4.14. It should be pointed out
that these definite revelations function the same way as “negative” evidence like -"B^s -,F3 5. The same
equations and update rules apply, and. where necessary, we must also ask which pieces could satisfy
the evidence’s condition. If piece #38 is positively identified as a Sergeant, then the chance of any
other Red piece which still has a non-zero probability for Sergeant also being a Sergeant just became
slightly worse.
4.4 Testing Correctness
Two extreme cases of logical elimination
naturally suggested themselves as tests for
the deduction-inference engine. Let us
refer to them as “positive exhaustion” and
“negative exhaustion.” In the former, we
want to be certain that explicitly
(positively) identifying all but some
uniform subset of pieces (as happens in
attacks) would correctly determine the
rank of that subset. In other words, if we
Figure 4.15 Assumed position for “exhaustion ”
identify all but six pieces as every rank
tests
except Bombs, we must make sure that the
six unidentified pieces become effectively discovered as Bombs. In the latter, “negative exhaustion,”
we want to be certain that if 33 pieces move (thereby asserting ~,B - ,F) that the seven pieces which
have not moved have non-zero probabilities for Bomb and Flag only.
The Python code in Excerpt 4.1 runs the “positive exhaustion” test. For this test, we need not create
an actual set-up for Red. but we do need to respect the correct quantities for each rank. We can
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suppose that the set-up seen in Figure 4.15 was deployed and that somehow a Belief object became
aware, step by step, of all the identities but one. The one piece to omit in this test run is the Flag,
meaning that all lines calling the p o s I n d e e d ( ) function serve to positively identify every piece
except the Flag. Our aim, then, is to make sure that the last remaining piece not to be explicitly
identified has been effectively identified through elimination. We determine this by calling the
draw ( ) function for the piece in the Belief object at position seven. The output of draw ( ) is seen
in Figure 4.16. Once the Belief object sees that the probability for a variable state is 1.0, an
exclamation point is added. We therefore see that probabilities are correctly re-distributed as positive
information is given to the system.
Testing “negative exhaustion” will proceed similarly,
except that instead of stating positively that a given
piece is a given rank, the code in Excerpt 4.2 states
that the given pieces are neither Bomb nor Flag. This
is the same function called when the system observes a
piece move during play. We omit this function call for
pieces at 4, 6 , 7, 8 , 11, 14, and 17, which agrees with
what we the testers know to be the assumed set-up.
The system will have behaved correctly if the pieces
about which no statements were made have non-zero
probabilities only for Bomb and Flag. The output of
1.0
I
for these seven pieces is seen in Figure 4.17. Notice
that though we see the result we expect, each piece has
Figure 4.16 Positive exhaustion test
an identical probability for being Bomb and an
output
identical probability for being Flag. This is because the
Belief object assumes by default that all pieces have the same likelihood for all ranks. It is only after
we load the Gravon data with an additional command that the prior probabilities reflect the statistical
patterns discussed above.
At position 7
Prob. MRSH.:
Prob. GEN.:
Prob. COL.:
Prob. MAJ.:
Prob. CPT.:
Prob. LT.:
Prob. SGT.:
Prob. MIN.:
Prob. SCT.:
Prob. SPY.:
Prob. BOMB.:
Prob. FLAG:

4.5 Limitations of Fact
Responding to facts is a necessary beginning, but depending on facts alone is a bit like trying to read
a book with one’s nose pressed directly against the page, scanning only one letter at a time. Fact will
not speak to the broader patterns the A.I. needs to uncover if it is to learn the opponent’s position
before the opponent can learn its position. As will be discussed in the next chapter, the system needs a
way to ask what the facts mean.
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from belief import Belief
red = Belief('classic', 0, 39)
red.posIndeed(30,
red.posIndeed(31,
red.posIndeed(32,
red.posIndeed(33,
red.posIndeed(34,
red.posIndeed(35,
red.posIndeed(36,
red.posIndeed(37,
red.posIndeed(38,
red.posIndeed(39,

'L')
'R')
'O')
'G ')
'P ')
'R')
'J ')
'N')
'L ')
'R ')

red.poslndeed(20,
red.posIndeed(21,
red.posIndeed(22,
red.posIndeed(23,
red.posIndeed(24,
red.posIndeed(25,
red.poslndeed(26,
red.poslndeed(27,
red.posIndeed(28,
red.posIndeed(29,

'P')
'J')
'N')
'P')
'L ')
’O')
'M ')
'C ')
'O')
'J')

red.poslndeed(10,
red.poslndeed(11,
red.poslndeed(12,
red.poslndeed(13,
red.posIndeed(14,
red.posIndeed(15,
red.poslndeed(16,
red.poslndeed(17,
red.posIndeed(18,
red.posIndeed(19,

’O')
'B')
'C')
'S')
'B')
'O')
'O')
'B')
’O')
'N')

red.poslndeed(0,
red.poslndeed(1,
red.poslndeed(2,
red.posIndeed(3,
red.poslndeed(4,
red.poslndeed(5,
red.poslndeed(6,

'L ')
'N')
'P')
'N')
'B')
'O')
'B ')

red.poslndeed(8, 'B')
red.poslndeed(9, 'R')
red.pos(7).draw()

Excerpt 4.1 Python code for positive exhaustion test
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from belief import Belief
red = Belief('classic', 0, 39)

red.posIsnot(30,
red.poslsnot(31,
red.poslsnot(32,
red.posIsnot(33,
red.posIsnot(34,
red.posIsnot(35,
red.posIsnot(36,
red.poslsnot(37,
red.poslsnot(38,
red.poslsnot(39,

[ ’B *,
[ ’B *,
[ ’B 1,
[ ’B 1,
[ ’B *,
[ 'B' ,
[ 'B' ,
[ 'B •,
[ 'B' ,
[ 'B' ,

'F'])
'F ’] )
■F'])
'F' ] )
'F' ] )

red.poslsnot(20,
red.poslsnot(21,
red.poslsnot(22,
red.poslsnot(23,
red.poslsnot(24,
red.poslsnot(25,
red.posIsnot(26,
red.posIsnot(27,
red.posIsnot(28,
red.poslsnot(29,

[ ’B *,
[ 'B *,
[ ’B *,
[ ’B *,
[ ’B •,
[ ’B ’,
[ ’B ',
[ ’B *,
[ ’B •,
[ 'B' ,

'F'])
'F'])
’F' ])
’F' ])
'F' ] )
'F' ])
’F ’] )
'F' ])
'F' ] )
'F' ] )

red.poslsnot(10,
red.poslsnot(12,
red.poslsnot(13,
red.posIsnot(15,
red.posIsnot(16,
red.poslsnot(18,
red.poslsnot(19,

[ ’B ',
[ ’B *,
[ ’B *,
[ ’B ',
[ 'B' ,
[ 'B ',
[ 'B 1,

’F' ] )
’F ’])
■F'])
'F' ] )
'F' ])
'F' ] )
'F' ])

red.posIsnot(0,
red.poslsnot(1,
red.poslsnot(2,
red.poslsnot(3,
red.poslsnot(5,
red.poslsnot(9,

[ 'B' ,
[ 'B' ,
[ 'B' ,
[ ’B ',
[ 'B1,
[ 'B' ,

red.pos(4).draw()
red.pos(6).draw()
red.pos(7).draw()
red.pos(8).draw()
red.pos(11).draw()
red.pos(14).draw()
red.pos(17).draw()

'F '] )
'F '] )
'F '] )
'F '] )
•F .] }

'F' ])
'F' ])
■F’])
■F' ])
'F' ])
'F' ])

Excerpt 4.2 Python code fo r negative exhaustion test
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At position 4
Prob. MRSH.:
Prob. GEN.:
Prob. COL.:
Prob. MAJ.:
Prob. CPT.:
Prob. LT.:
Prob. SGT.:
Prob. MIN.:
Prob. SCT.:
Prob. SPY.:
Prob. BOMB:
Prob. FLAG:

0.857142857143
0.142857142857

*

At position 6
Prob. MRSH.:
Prob. GEN.:
Prob. COL.:
Prob. MAJ.:
Prob. CPT.:
Prob. LT.:
Prob. SGT.:
Prob. MIN.:
Prob. SCT.:
Prob. SPY.:
Prob. BOMB:
Prob. FLAG:

0.857142857143
0.142857142857

*

At position 7
Prob. MRSH.:
Prob. GEN.:
Prob. COL.:
Prob. MAJ.:
Prob. CPT.:
Prob. LT.:
Prob. SGT.:
Prob. MIN.:
Prob. SCT.:
Prob. SPY.:
Prob. BOMB:
Prob. FLAG:

0.857142857143
0.142857142857

*

Figure 4.17 Negative exhaustion test output (CONT’D)
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At position 8
Prob. MRSH.:
Prob. GEN.:
Prob. COL.:
Prob. MAJ.:
Prob. CPT.:
Prob. LT.:
Prob. SGT.:
Prob. MIN.:
Prob. SCT.:
Prob. SPY.:
Prob. BOMB:
Prob. FLAG:

0.857142857143
0.142857142857

*

At position 11
Prob. MRSH.:
Prob. GEN.:
Prob. COL.:
Prob. MAJ.:
Prob. CPT.:
Prob. LT.:
Prob. SGT.:
Prob. MIN.:
Prob. SCT.:
Prob. SPY.:
Prob. BOMB:
Prob. FLAG:

0.857142857143
0.142857142857

*

At position 14
Prob. MRSH.:
Prob. GEN.:
Prob. COL.:
Prob. MAJ.:
Prob. CPT.:
Prob. LT.:
Prob. SGT.:
Prob. MIN.:
Prob. SCT.:
Prob. SPY.:
Prob. BOMB:
Prob. FLAG:

0.857142857143
0.142857142857

*

Figure 4.17
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5. Development Challenge III: Making and Testing Theories

The careful maintenance of facts is important to the imperfect-information domain of Stratego, but
facts alone are unlikely to provide a Stratego bot with a competitive advantage unless those facts are
applied to the likelihoods of larger patterns. Stratego layouts and strategies take the forms of
correlations, so learning about one variable (or game piece in this case) should also suggest
information about others. Adjusting probabilities based soley on logical elimination and quantity
limits is necessary, but another mechanism needs to be in place for the system to turn mere facts into
clues. This mechanism takes the form of Bayesian networks.
5.1 Bayesian Networks
Bayesian networks are probabilistic models,
usually used to represent causality and causality
like relationships. They are made of an arbitrary
number of nodes, each node representing a
variable with a finite number of states. The
edges connecting nodes are directed, and all
Bayesian networks must be acyclic. They are
therefore a type of directed, acyclic graph, or
DAG. The networks respond to evidence,
answer queries, and are a more compact way to
store data than a completely expanded joint
probability table.
The Bayesian network literature makes such
frequent use of medical diagnostic examples that
it may at first appear that the networks’ only
proper use is strict cause and effect: following
the famous “Asia” network seen in Figure 5.1,
an action (smoking) causes a condition (cancer)
which causes symptoms (dyspnoea). When
applying Bayesian networks to Stratego, as in
Figure 5.2, we do not actually consider that the
discovery of a Bomb on square 13 “causes” the
Flag to appear on square 3, though we do take
Figure 5.2 A network for squares 2, 3, 4, and
advantage of the fact that, mathematically, the
13, which frequently contain Bomb, Flag,
relation of Bomb-discovery to Flag-placement is
Bomb, and Bomb respectively.
similar to the relationship of symptom to
disease. The Bomb is on 13 possibly because the
Flag is on 3. In other words, certain discoveries must signal the potential for special considerations. In
some cases, the deduction-inference process outlined in chapter four may be sufficient response to the
discovery of a Lieutenant on the front line: typically, that’s where Lieutenants are found, and that
discovery in itself is not terribly revealing. BARRY LYNDON performs the necessary logical and
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probabilistic updates reflecting the fact that everything else has become slightly less likely to also be
a Lieutenant. Discovering a Bomb tends to be a more significant clue, though, and is more likely to
have bearing on a particular subset of (typically adjacent) variables. The difficulty here will be to
model enough potential special cases that the system can take early advantage of information, at the
same time that we do not heighten the system’s awareness to so many special cases that it overreacts
or that its performance suffers. There is always the possibility, for instance, that the Bomb discovered
on 13 was simply a bluff, and that the Flag is stowed away in one of the corners.
Again, we want to draw upon the Gravon transcripts as much as possible since we do not trust our
own senses of what is likely to be significant and how often those seeming significances are bluffs.
5.2 Learning Network Structure
Though even a novice can soon discover the value of certain tactics like barricading the Flag, let us
proceed from the assumption that we have no idea what it is best to prefer. We therefore have no
ideas about which variables might hold some significance for each other. We can make use of mutual
information, an information-scientific measure of how much one variable indicates another. It is
defined as follows:

In the context of Stratego, X and Y are game pieces, iterating from 0 to 39; x and y are the possible
ranks they can assume, from Marshal to Flag. The higher the value of mutual information, the more
the two values for X and Y indicate each other. A variable’s mutual information with itself is 1.
The Python script in Excerpt 5.1 generates two files for Red’s and Blue’s set-ups respectively.
Essentially, this script maps the strengths of the correlations between all pairs of 40 squares. For 40
squares, each correlating with 39 others, the script produces 1,560 measures of mutual information.
The stronger correlations will become edges in Bayesian networks which lie in wait for the course of
play either to confirm or refute their nodes. This requires that some threshold value be chosen, below
which mutual information is deemed irrelevant. A sample of the output for Red is seen in Figure 5.3.
Perhaps unsurprisingly, adjacent squares frequently rate high, suggesting an effective scope of local
strategy about only two or three pieces large. The lower the threshold, the more correlations we admit
to the Bayesian network creation process to follow. Lower thresholds capture some interesting
correlations—about which many players may not even be aware as they deplot their pieces. These can
provide a helpful advantage to the A.I. Setting the threshold at 0.04 and allowing pieces #35, #37, and
#39, for example, to potentially provide some special indication about piece #3 could clue BARRY
LYNDON into the opponent’s Bomb structure and Flag placement after only a few initial encounters.
Higher thresholds preserve fewer and what one might call the more obvious correlations. Figures 5.4
through 5.12 illustrate the correlations among Red’s positions for various threshold values. One
interesting feature of these correlations is the asymmetry: the right side of the board seems to be more
“communicative” than the left, even as the network forest density diminishes.
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Mutual
Mutual
Mutual
Mutual
Mutual
Mutual
Mutual
Mutual
Mutual
Mutual
Mutual
Mutual
Mutual
Mutual
Mutual
Mutual
Mutual
Mutual

Info(3,
Info(3,
Info(3,
Info(3,
Info(3/
Info(3,
Info(3,
Info(3,
Info(3,
Info(3,
Info(3,
Info(3,
Info(3,
Info(3,
Info(3,
Info(3,
Info(3,
Info(3,
Info(3,
Info(3,
Info(3,
Info(3,
Info(3,
Info(3,
Info(3,
Info(3,
Info(3,
Info(3,
Info(3,
Info(3,
Info(3,
Info(3,
Info(3,
Info(3,
Info(3,
Info(3,
Info(3,
Info(3,
Info(3,

0)
1)
2)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)
20)
21)
22)
23)
24)
25)
26)
27)
28)
29)
30)
31)
32)
33)
34)
35)
36)
37)
38)
39)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

0.0572447160326
0.0551182816701
0.180923015446
0.203995364984
0.0837736814452
0.0685795147323
0.0456418544036
0.025480331059
0.0572250336726
0.0417136169041
0.0260942794884
0.0450339491841
0.151261124707
0.0480671750743
0.0288565254334
0.0325512121755
0.0275258765249
0.0252671380963
0.0452868692155
0.0229329229048
0.0352671648974
0.0339137793078
0.0364391739735
0.035367615509
0.0396272666284
0.0386045049776
0.0333401644666
0.0353177536323
0.0416342613598
0.0364261982356
0.0287402182997
0.0248068861052
0.033511532719
0.0274358232221
0.0406701774674
0.031737858063
0.0404662377994
0.0303186943817
0.0447003529073

One cost to a low threshold is the
creation of a possibly unwieldy network
“forest.'' If after every observed
opponent move (and after every A.I.
move) the effect on all networks must
be tested in addition to simply updating
facts, then system performance could
take longer than users have patience to
wait.
It is worth noting that, despite the
prevailing theme of deficient expertise
in the game, we need not commit
entirely to the limitations of network
structure discovery. Programmers
should allow this process to assist them
but also use their own discretion when
admitting Bayesian networks to
BARRY LYNDON. The more
interesting and potentially advantageous
structures emerge with lower
thresholds; we can select just enough of
these so as not to bloat the system with
admission of the more obvious
networks.

The results of the Python script in
Excerpt 5.1 include both directions,
meaning that both (3, 39) and (39, 3) are
listed with the same value. As
mentioned above, Bayesian networks
are directed and acyclic, so one of these
directions must be cut. We propose to
use only those edges which travel
according to probable discovery—that
Figure 5.3 Mutual information output sample
is, away from the center of the board. As
BARRY LYNDON's pieces advance
toward its opponent's pieces, the middle, central pieces are likely to be discovered first. We therefore
direct all edges outward. Edge direction is ultimately an arbitrary decision. Bayesian networks can
update information in either direction, but the definition requires that they be DAGs. Since players
typically place their Flags first, it may be more accurate to causality to say that a player placing the
Flag in one of the corners causes the adjacent squares to be Bombs. Remember, though, that we are
not modeling causality. Causality is one of the applications of Bayesian networks, but not their only
application. In the case of Stratego, it is sufficient to say that a discovery of one variable has bearing
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on some other variable, and we can therefore direct edges as we please as long as there are no cycles
in any graph.
Notice that it is possible to overlap networks so that the acyclic requirement need not limit which
relations can be modeled. DAGs may require that two pieces be in separate networks, since they
cannot both act as potential causes on each other, but both orders of discovery can be covered, as

Figure 5.4 Threshold = 0.04 yields
290 correlations

Figure 5.5 Threshold = 0.06 yields 113
correlations

Figure 5.6 Threshold = 0.08 yields 75
correlations

Figure 5. 7 Threshold = 0.1 yields 55
correlations

illustrated in Figure 5.13. The identify of piece #2 can act as a “cause" for the identity of piece #3
(light arrows), and, in a separate but overlapping network, the identity of piece #3 can act as a “cause”
for the identity of piece # 2 (highlighted arrows).
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Figure 5.10 Threshold = 0.16 yields 18
correlations

Figure 5.11 Threshold = 0.18 yields 11
correlations
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5.3 Learning Network Parameters

Figure 5.12 Threshold
correlations

0.2 yields 8

Bayesian networks are a structure (DAG) plus instantiations
of all nodes. From these components all combinations of
queries and evidence can be computed. An example of a
complete Bayesian network for the configuration of squares
2, 3, 4, and 13 is shown in Figure 5.14. Network
parameters, like network structure, are learned from the
data. Different computations apply to parent nodes than to
child nodes, since the child nodes are the subjects of
condition. Referring to Figure 5.14, nodes corresponding to
pieces #2, #4, and #13 are the parents and the pieces likely
to be discovered during play before their child #3. Parent
(or root) node parameters come from frequency analysis.
The model illustrated is simplistic but to an effective point:
an actual implementation of the same network structure for
BARRY LYNDON might want to consider the meanings of
specific states rather than simply Bomb, ~"Bomb, Flag and
“■Flag. Iterating over all Gravon records and counting up the
numbers of times a given square was given a certain rank is
quite easy.

The child node representing piece #3 must have a proper
conditional probability table (CPT) with probabilities for
every combination of values. It will be seen here that this
requirement causes CPTs to grow exponentially in the
Figure 5.13 Overlapping networks to
number of parents. It might therefore not be such a bad idea
cover both the effect o f #2 on #3 and
to limit network variable states to binary values like Bomb
vice versa
and -^Bomb, otherwise child tables face an exponential base
of 12 for all Stratego's ranks, and not all of these identities lend themselves to useful clues.
We compute the probabilities for each row in a child node’s table according to the following formula:
P(Child = child | Parents = parents) = P{Child = child , Parents = parents)
PfParents = parents )

where Child is a specific variable like piece #3, child is a given value for that variable such as Flag,
Parents is a set of variables acting on Child such as {2, 4, 13}, and parents is a given instantiation of
those variables like {2 = Bomb, 4 = -■Bomb, 13 = Bomb}. The Bayesian network literature is careful
to emphasize [20] that this conditional probability is only an estimate. The rule for statistical analysis
is that any given data set is likely to be an imperfect representation of its controlling trend, but that
data sets become less imperfect as they grow larger. The values computed for Figure 5.14, then, are
necessarily an estimation.
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The advantage of this approach is that both network structure and network instantiations have
emerged from the data, without any amateur inflections. Given that, any implementation of BARRY
LYNDON which wants to update beliefs in a manageable amount of time must accept a degree of
judgment in which relations to model and how fine a grain the states of that model’s variables should
have. The data analysis process, then, should be understood as a starting point, and further testing is
required to determine which networks best balance computing speed and accurate anticipation of
opponent tactics.

Figure 5.14 Structure and parameters for a Bayesian network modeling a Bomb-Flag
relationship among pieces #2, 3, 4, and 13
5.4 Bayesian Networks in Action
Once the number, structures, and parameterizations of BARRY LYNDON’s Bayesian networks have
been decided upon, they are added to the belief update process. Networks are placed anywhere the
programmer feels (as ratified by the data) that a particular configuration is likely. Discussion has
gravitated toward Bomb and Flag configurations because these tend to form the backbone of players’
set-ups, but any strong correlation suggests itself as a network, even among moving pieces. Spy and
Marshal often correlate, for instance. Again, this is largely a matter of programmer preference,
balancing what gives the program an edge against what takes a reasonable amount of time to run.
Networks emerge from the Gravon records for a given threshold value, but programmers should
consider themselves free to pick and choose their structures.
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Figure 5.15 Blue’s discovery o f a Bomb on 13
triggers the Bayesian network covering 2, 3, 4, and
13

Figure 5.16 One Bayesian “forest ”fo r the
opponent, and one for what the opponent might
think

When a game event occurs in which new
information is generated (such as when a
previously unmoved piece moves) facts are
updated first, following the deductioninference process outlined above. If the
change in probabilities affected by an event
applies to one of the variables in a Bayesian
network, then that network must enter its
corresponding node into evidence and query
the posterior probabilities of the other nodes.
Figure 5.15 illustrates an example process.
Suppose Blue attacks the unknown Red
piece on square 13 and discovers that it is a
Bomb. The deduction-inference process
runs, setting the probability of Bomb for
piece # 13 to 1 . 0 and updating the
probabilities for all other pieces remaining
which might still be Bombs. Then, because
piece #13 is part of a Bayesian network
developed to test for a particular and
frequent configuration, probabilities for
pieces #2, 3, and 4 are updated again as a
special case. The network is given evidence
{13 = Bomb} and queries the posterior
probabilities of the other nodes, that is P(2,
3, 4 | 13 = Bomb).
This mechanism attempts to extend BARRY
LYNDON’s beliefs beyond the facts, since a
clever opponent will try to starve the system
of information. Undeniably, the possibility
exists that, for example, piece #3 is not the
Flag, and the Bomb found on square 13 was
a red herring. The instantiations garnered
from the Gravon data suggest that, even
when #2 and #4 are also Bombs, the
configuration is a bluff 1 0 % of the time.
Grounding the system’s beliefs in fact will
hopefully prevent BARRY LYNDON from
getting carried away in speculation.

Just as BARRY LYNDON tracks the facts it has revealed to the opponent, it also maintains a set of
Bayesian networks to anticipate what the opponent is likely to learn from fact. These networks
behave the same way, as suggested by Figure 5.16.
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5.5 Sandwich Model
The different layers of probabilities suggest what is tentatively called the “Sandwich Model,”
illustrated in Figure 5.17. BARRY LYNDON models beliefs about both its opponent's position and
its opponent’s belief about its position in a ground-up approach. The bottom-most layer is fact. The
initial, prior probabilities for every piece on both sides is informed by the frequency analysis results.
Every piece is capable of being any rank, though certain preferences have been demonstrated and are
assumed as rough starting points. Whenever new information appears, probabilities are updated using
deduction and inference in the facts layer. The system thus keeps a reliable record of what is still
possible. However, as discussed, facts alone are unlikely to reveal the larger patterns in an opponent’s
position. Facts therefore control the admissability of evidence to the Bayesian network layer which
treats facts which may be clues to larger patterns as special cases. Should these hypotheses prove
wrong, then the facts layer effectively disables any erroneous networks. The topmost layer is similar
to the bottom-most layer in that it is a simple repository of probabilities. If a piece is affected by a
network’s bias, then its probabilities in the topmost layer are determined by the state of the network.
If a piece is not a variable in any Bayesian network, then its probabilities in the topmost layer are
identical to those in the bottom layer, ruled only by hard evidence.
As with edible sandwiches, the possibility exists for more than one layer of filling in this one, and this

Figure 5.17 The Sandwich Model: prior beliefs and facts flow upward, through applicable
Bayesian networks, to a topmost layer which reflects BARRYLYNDON’s working assumptions
about the state o f the game
is a topic for future research. Bayesian networks which respond to the states of other Bayesian
networks could model meta-beliefs. For example, if the evidence applicable to a Bomb-Flag network
covering squares 0, 1, and 10 seems unfavorable to the Flag being on 0, then we might amplify the
likelihoods for the 8 , 9, 19 corner.
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Excerpt 5.1 Python code for computing mutual information
from __future__ import division
import math
def query(setup, condition):
for cond in condition:
if cond[1][0] == ’!':
# Blue team
if cond[0] >= 60:
if setup[ 99 - cond[0]
return False
# Red team
else :
if setup[ cond[0] ] ==
return False
else:
# Blue team
if cond[0] >= 60:
if setup[ 99 - cond[0]
return False
# Red team
else :
if setup[ cond[0] ] !=
return False
return True

] == cond[l][l]:

cond[l][l]:

] != cond[l]:

cond[l]:

# Receives LIST of TUPLES: [ (0, 'F'), (10,
def Prob(team, condition):
ctr = 0
for setup in team:
if query(setup, condition):
ctr += 1
return float(ctr) / float(len(team))

'B')

def main():
red = []
blue = []
fh = open('Gravon.classic.stratego')
for line in fh.readlines():
red.append(line.split()[0])
blue.append(line.split()[1])
fh.close()
rank = ['M', 'G', 'C, 'J', 'P', 'L',
'N', 'O’, 'S', 'B', 'F ’]

'R ’, \

CONT’D
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# Dictionary of INDICES,
# each pointing to a LIST of PROBABILITIES
pRed = {}
for setup in red:
for x in range(0, 40):
if x not in pRed:
pRed[x] = [0 for y in range(0, len(rank))]
pRed[x][ rank.index(setup[x]) ] = 1
else:
pRed[x][ rank.index(setup[x]) ] += 1
for v in pRed.values():
for x in range(0, len(rank)):
v[x] = float(v[x]) / float(len(red))
# Dictionary of INDICES,
# each pointing to a LIST of PROBABILITIES
pBlue = {}
for setup in blue:
for x in range(60, 100):
if x not in pBlue:
pBlue[x] = [0 for y in range(0, len(rank))]
pBlue[x][ rank.index(setup[ 99 - x ].upper())
else:
pBlue[x][ rank.index(setup[ 99 - x ].upper())
for v in pBlue.values():
for x in range(0, len(rank)):
v[x] = float(v[x]) / float(len(blue))

] = 1
] += 1

# Find mutual information for all PAIRS of POSITIONS for Red
fh = open('Mutuallnformation.Red.stratego', 'w')
fstr = ''
for x in range(0, 40):
for y in range(0, 40):
if x != y:
mutinfo = 0.0
for rankx in range(0, len(rank)):
for ranky in range(0, len(rank)):
#

Prevent singleton cases from dividing by zero

if n o t

C O N T ’D

(
or
or
or

(rank[rankx]
( r a n k [rankx]
( r a n k [rankx]
( r a n k [rankx]

==
==
==
==

'M'
'G'
'S'
'F'

and
and
and
and

rank[ranky]
rank[ranky]
rank[ranky]
rank[ranky]

==
==
==
==

'M'
'G'
'S'
'F'

) \
) \
) \

) ):

# 0 * log( 0 / x, 2) = 0 by convention
pr = Prob(red, [(x, rank[rankx]), (y, rank[ranky])] )
if pr > 0.0:
mutinfo += pr * math.log(pr / (pRed[x][rankx] * \
pRed[y] [ranky] ), 2)
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fstr += 'Mutual Info(' + str(x) +
+ str(y) + ') = ' \
+ str(mutinfo) + "\n"
print 'Mutual Info(' + str(x) + ', ' + str(y) + ') = ' \
+ str(mutinfo)
fh.write(fstr)
fh.close()
# Find mutual information for all PAIRS of POSITIONS for Blue
fh = open('Mutuallnformation.Blue.stratego', 'w')
fstr = ''
for x in range(99, 59, -1):
for y in range(99, 59, -1):
if x != y:
mutinfo = 0.0
for rankx in range(0, len(rank)):
for ranky in range(0, len(rank)):

# Prevent singleton cases from dividing by zero
if not ( (rank[rankx]== 'm' and rank[ranky] ==
or
(rank[rankx]== 'g' and rank[ranky] ==
or
(rank[rankx]== 's' and rank[ranky] ==
or
(rank[rankx]== 'f ' and rank[ranky] ==

'm') \
'g') \
’s') \
'f ’)):

# 0 * log( 0 / x, 2) = 0 by convention
pr = Prob(blue, [( 99 - x, rank[rankx].lower()
), \
( 99 - y, rank[ranky].lower()
)] )
if pr > 0.0:
mutinfo += pr * math.log(pr / (pBlue[x][rankx] * \
pBlue[y][ranky]), 2)
fstr += 'Mutual I nfo(' + str(x) + ', ' + str(y) + ') = ' \

+ str(mutinfo) + "\n"
print 'Mutual Info(' + str(x) + ', ' + str(y) + ') = ' \
+ str(mutinfo)
fh.write(fstr)
fh.close()
if __name__ == '__main__':
main()
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6. Development Challenge IV: Planning and Search

Having already reviewed the mechanics of planning for turn-based play, we turn briefly to some
specific points of application to Stratego.
6.1 Star2ETC
The Star2ETC (Enhanced Transposition Cutoff) search algorithm is an enhanced version of Ballard’s
Star-2 algorithm. Ballard’s main innovation in Star-2 [21], [22] was the addition of a “probing phase”
which is essentially a simplified 1-ply search of each chance node’s immediate successors. This
“probing phase” tries to quickly and accurately gauge the bounds of the ply to be searched next with
the aim of producing more cutoffs than would be produced given more generous allowances.
Veness and Blair [18] have described how many of the improvements which apply to perfectinformation/deterministic search can be adapted to the stochastic domain of backgammon,
particularly transposition tables. These adaptations apply very neatly to Stratego with the addition that
the transposition tables also keep track of the states of fact. Consider a situation in which Red opens
with (35, 45), Blue follows with (68, 58). Then Red moves back (45, 35), and Blue moves back (58,
68). The state of the board is equal to the beginning of the game, though both players have each
revealed some information about one piece. This state, therefore, should not be mistaken for the same
state as the beginning of turn-based play. Recall that the A.i.’s beliefs inform its assessments of risk.
The outcomes for attacking a piece are determined by that piece’s probabilities of being each rank.
6.2 Belief Hashing
When BARRY LYNDON’s tree-search routine stores a node in the transposition table, it builds a
comma-separated string of its fact layer for both the object pertaining to its beliefs about its opponent
and its beliefs about its opponent’s beliefs. This string is then hashed using SHA-1. This algorithm is
no longer cryptographically secure, but it is only necessary that it be collision-resistant. All we want
from SHA-1 is a shorter string to test against other entries in the transposition table, since string
comparisons can become a performance bottleneck.
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7. Development Challenge V: Heuristic Evaluation

As mentioned above, the tree-search engine for a given domain should be equally applicable to all
games within that domain. Chess has a larger branching factor than Othello, yet they are both perfectinformation, deterministic games, so the same engine, using different and appropriate evaluation
functions, should serve in both cases. Evaluation functions compute a measure of advantage for any
given game state and determine the results of search. They typically depend on the expertise of their
authors, an assumption which we do not wish to make in the present study about Stratego. In this
chapter, we examine some ingresses to evaluation which emerge naturally from the research already
carried out.
7.1 “Indisputable” and Derived Heuristics
As previously claimed, it is hard to argue against material and information as the leading measures of
advantage in Stratego. Material determines capturing power, and information effectively determines
branching factor by limiting the degree of uncertainty with which a planning agent must contend. We
referred to these as “indisputable” heuristics when identifying some means for estimating the strength
of a starting position when reviewing Gravon transcripts.
A more seasoned Stratego talent might bring criteria to an evaluation function which only their
intuition and experience can furnish. Given a certain distribution of uncertainties, probable Flag
locations, and remaining enemy strengths, it may become more or less important to hold one or more
of the Stratego board’s lanes. Short of these case-specific insights, there are nevertheless some more
generic measures which suggest themselves.
BARRY LYNDON might award bonus points for moves which attack pieces with high entropy. We
define entropy here in the information-scientific sense of a variable with evenly distributed
probabilities, meaning it is more indeterminate than something which, while still unknown, can only
be one of two ranks. BARRY LYNDON might also award bonuses to game states which maintain a
high degree of deception. Deception here can be defined as the difference between the actual
identities of its pieces and what it considers the opponent likely to believe.
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8. Implementation

As of this writing, Stratego is functionally though not yet optimally implemented as a web app. Its
front-end uses JavaScript and WebGL to render its graphical user-interface (GUI). Actions made
through the GUI are relayed to the back-end using asynchronous calls to PHP scripts. These scripts
communicate with a MySQL database which stores the persistent game information such as the true
state of the board. Because a clever enough player could query variables stored on the front end, the
concealed information must live on the server. Python scripts are the main engine for both game
logic, beliefs, Bayesian networks, and tree-search.
8.1 Move Legality
Because no game information is stored on the front-end, the possibility exists for a clever user to
submit bogus data to the back-end. Though the A.I. is only allowed to know what it surmises, all
moves submitted by the user are first checked for legality. Essentially, the system asks, “Could the
move reported by the front end actually be made given the true state of the board?” Recall that all
mobile pieces move a single orthogonal step per move except the Scout, which is allowed to move
any number of orthogonal steps. If a Sergeant is in fact on square 35, but the front-end reports to the
back-end that the human, playing Red, moved from 35 to 55, then the system would spot this as
impossible and return an error. Similarly, if the action reported would actually involve moving one of
the inert pieces, then an error notice is returned. All of this is done without giving unfair information
to the planning agent.
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9. Future Work

The present study has tried to expound some analytical approaches for the author and other
researchers interested in this simple yet vast game. The obvious next step is to develop some means
for comparison such as the establishment of a performance baseline against which improvements to
the A.i.’s play can be measured. Needless to say, for a game which can last several hundred moves,
this is a time-consuming prospect. Other improvements are desired, and we survey them briefly
below.
9.1 Opponent Modeling
The methods heretofore discussed place most of their emphasis on learning from patterns determined
at the commencement of the game. Indeed, this is where a great deal of the course of any match takes
shape, but we have left unexplored all the subtleties which inform the larger story. On the one hand it
is more difficult to make generalizations about in-game behavior. The set-up has a tidy, fixed
formula, whereas the bulk of play is subject to impulse, paranoia, and gut-feelings.
Following the observations of Poker research [4]—[6], we can expect opponent modeling in Stratego
to require some measures for:
•
•
•
•
•

How often the opponent bluffs during a single match
How willingly the opponent throws material into attacks on unknown pieces
How immediately the opponent pursues known pieces
Which opponent pieces approach which ally pieces
Which opponent pieces travel together

9.2 Expanded Language
In-game behaviors can be included in their own Bayesian networks given that a sufficient language
can be defined. We anticipate the use of what are called deterministic Bayesian networks [23] in
which all probabilities are either 1 or 0. These will model yes-or-no criteria such as, “Has the game
piece been exposed to the opponent?” or “Has the game piece retreated from a known A?” In the
latter case, X stands for one of the 10 mobile Stratego ranks. Suppose one of our Colonels has been
exposed but survived the encounter which exposed it, and that since that encounter, a given opponent
piece has retreated from the Colonel’s position. Just as was done for any other correlation, we could
estimate from the Gravon data probabilities for how likely the retreating piece is truly less than
Colonel, and how likely the whole display is to be a ruse.
We anticipate some of the following primitives in a “language” which could model opponent
behavior in Stratego:
•
•

IsKnown: whether a given game piece’s rank has been exposed
o Values: Yes; No
HasPursuedOver: for how many consecutive moves has a given opponent piece been in
pursuit of an ally piece?
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•

•

•

o Values: 1 Move; 2 Move; ... « Moves
RetreatedFromKnown: has a given opponent piece exhibited evasive behavior since an ally
piece was exposed as one of the following ranks?
o Values: Marshal, General, Colonel, ..., Spy
RetreatedFromProbable: has a given opponent piece exhibited evasive behavior from an ally
piece with highest probability for being one of the following ranks?
o Values: Marshal, General, Colonel, ... Spy
HasPursuedKnownAw: has a given opponent piece been in pursuit of an exposed ally piece of
rank X for at least « moves?
o Values: Marshal for 1, Marshal for2, ..., Marshal for«,
General for 1, General for 2, ..., General for «,
Colonel for 1, Colonel for 2, ..., Colonel for «,
••*9

•

Spy for 1, Spy for 2, ..., Spy for «
HasPursuedProbableV«: has a given opponent piece been in pursuit of an ally piece most
likely to be rank X for at least « moves?
o Values: Marshal for 1, Marshal for 2, ..., Marshal for «,
General for 1, General for 2, ..., General for«,
Colonel for 1, Colonel for 2, ..., Colonel for «,
• • •5

Spy for 1, Spy for 2, ..., Spy for «
9.3 Speed
The main system scripts are written in Python. This is a terrific language for A.I. since it provides the
requisite lists and hash tables as primitive data types. However, when compared with what could be
done using the raw power of C, all of BARRY LYNDON’s routines are painfully slow. The author
hopes to re-write the main game engines in the faster, lower-level language.
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